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M A K I N G N E W A R R A N G E M E N TS

Fire destroys
EDCL group
home in Elmira

Region looks to
step up testing
for COVID-19 as
local economy
reopens

Cause of fire considered accidental

BY DAMON MACLEAN

BY DAMON MACLEAN

dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

Calls for increased testing have
accompanied the reopening of
economies in multiple jurisdictions, with the Region of Waterloo looking to follow suit.
Ontario has not been as aggressive in restarting the economy, but some restrictions have
been eased as of this week, with
more on the horizon. Premier
Doug Ford has requested more
testing, calling on public health
officials to do more.
“We are maximizing the number of tests available,” acting
medical officer of health Dr.
Hsiu-Li Wang said in a Wednesday morning video briefing.
She noted Waterloo Region
began its COVID-19 curve later
than some areas, accounting
for the lag in testing. Likewise,
mandatory priority testing for
essential workers and long-term
care resident have taken up resources.
For non-priority groups, capacity issues have often delayed
results, at times by five days
compared to the goal of a 24- to
48-hour timeframe, Wang added.
“The greatly expanding testing
in those prioritized groups is
PANDEMIC UPDATE | 07
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Believed to have started in a shed, the fire May 5 spread to the main house, gutting it.

[DAMON MACLEAN]

director Greg Bechard,
adding that the intensity of
the fire makes it difficult to
pinpoint a cause.
“It’s my understanding
since everything was destroyed, the fire [department] was unable to [determine the cause].”
One bystander insisted
the fire had started when a

A fire Tuesday afternoon
gutted an Elmira District
Community Living group
home at First Street and
Flamingo Drive in Elmira.
All of the residents were
evacuated, and there were
no injuries reported.
The cause of the
blaze, which is
believed to have
started in a shed, is
under investigation,
but it’s considered
to have been accidental. Damaged
was pegged at
$750,000.
Dennis Aldous,
An accidental fire at a EDCL group home on First
Street had Woolwich firefighters on scene May 5
Woolwich deputy
[SEAN HEEGER]
to quickly extinguish the blaze.
fire chief, said the
log caught on fire and travdamage so extensive that
elled the flame towards the
no personal items are likebuilding, though the validly to be recovered. An engiity of the claim is unconneer will be looking at the
firmed, and Bechard had
structural integrity of the
not heard the rumour.
building, hollowed out by
“Be careful of what
the fire that saw 10 trucks
you are doing – a small,
from three Woolwich stasimple action can cause a
tions respond.
major fire. This fire could
“Although no cause has
have been a lot worse. A
been determined, they are
small little accident could
not expecting arson or foul
play,” said EDCL executive
FIRE | 07
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2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID-19)

Ontario, your efforts
to beat COVID-19 are
making a difference.
To stop the spread, we need you to continue to:

2m

Stay home
when possible

Practice physical
distancing of at
least 2 metres

Wash hands
thoroughly
and often

We need your continued determination
and cooperation to stop the spread.
COVID-19 can be deadly.
Don’t put your family and friends at risk.
Stay home. Stay strong. Save lives.

Learn more at ontario.ca/coronavirus
Paid for by the Government of Ontario
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HOME SALES DROP
Creating community connections
starts and ends with our readers.
News tips are always welcome.
Phone: 519-669-5790 ext 103
Online: ads.observerxtra.com/tips

Home sales were down 63.6% in April, with just
227 changing hands through the MLS system of
the Kitchener-Waterloo Association of Realtors. It
was the lowest number of sales in a single month
since December 2008. The average sale price of all
residential properties sold in April increased 7.3%
to $568,738 compared to the same month last year,
while detached homes sold for an average price of
$657,042 an increase of 7.3%.

FROM THE ARCHIVES
The unveiling of a new subdivision plan for Conestogo
saw a full house at Woolwich council chambers May
7 as neighbours came to express their concerns.
Featuring 21 lots for single-family homes, the project
is slated for lands fronting on Sawmill Road, just
east of Golf Course Road. The houses, on large
lots, would start at $375,000. Owner Klondike
Investments proposes to both develop the building
lots on the 10-acre site and construct the homes.
From the May 11, 2002 edition of The Observer

I N I T TO G E T H E R

Cubs organize food drive
BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

Despite these troubling
times, the community
is continuing to show
strength and find ways to
safely come together while
staying a safe distance
apart. For weeks now, campaigns have been started
across the province by
various groups and individuals, raising funds and
collecting necessary items
which are needed by the
most vulnerable.
Jeremy Bingeman, a Cub
member with 1st Elmira
Scouts, has Scouting and
an aptitude for community
involvement in his blood.
He is in his final year as a
Cub, getting ready to move
to the next level, and needed to complete a project
within the community. To
accomplish this and gain
the Seeonee award, he held
a food drive to support
Woolwich Community Services on May 2.
Jeremy’s mother, Alissa
Bingeman, says social distancing impacted his original plans, but the new idea
he and his family came up
with allowed people to get
out of the house to enjoy
the nice weekend weather
while keeping a safe distance and lending a hand

Sugar Kings' Brody
Waters heading to
B.C. for next season
BY DAMON MACLEAN
dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

to help those in need.
“At one point he had the
idea of doing a food drive,
doing the flyers and the going door-to-door to collect,
but with the social distancing going on right now the
best option we came up
with was to put the trailer
at the end of the driveway,”
said Bingeman.
She says the community
reaction was great and residents were thanking them
for taking on this project to
help so many people who
may be struggling.

Some people in the community don’t have a lot
right now and they were
some of the first to send a
monetary donation or drop
off food, that made us feel
good as a family, she said.
Handing out about 500
flyers and posting about
the event on social media,
the drive collected more
than $1,000 in monetary
donations and about 800
food and hygiene items.
Satisfied with a job
well done, Bingeman is
extremely happy with

how the community came
together for the project in
such a short time.
“We were overwhelmed
with the response for the
cash donations that we got
as well as the items, but we
weren’t surprised by how
high the cash donations
were,” said Bingeman. “The
food banks can buy the
items they need.”
The donations were
dropped off to a grateful
Woolwich Community
Services on Monday afternoon.

A member of the Elmira
Sugar Kings, Heidelberg’s
Brody Waters will be playing a bit farther from home
next season, as he’s joining
the Nanaimo Clippers. The
team is part of the British
Columbia Hockey League
(BCHL), a tier-two Junior A
league.
The 18-year-old says he’s
feeling “awesome and really excited about” the move
some 4,500 kilometres
west, a sentiment shared
by his family. “I think they
are more excited for me
than anything else. A new
chapter.”
The move follows an
unfinished season with
the Kings, whose strong
run was cut short by the
cancellation of all hockey
action due to the COVID-19
outbreak.
“I was really sad [about
the cancellation], but I
understood under the circumstances,” said Waters.
“I was definitely disappointed because I thought
we had a really strong team
this year.”
Waters said he has nothing but gratitude for the

expected revenues to be
off by $400,000 by the end
of June. Including other
declines, revenues could
be off by some $600,000
by the halfway point of
2020 due to the COVID-19
lockdown, director of finance Richard Petherick
told Woolwich councillors
meeting Tuesday night via

video conference.
Other shortfalls include
an estimated $100,000 in
lower returns on the township’s investment and foregone late fees and interest
charges given the waiver
previously approved by
council in response to the
economic downturn.
To counter that, Peth-

erick proposed spending
cuts and deferrals totalling
$3.9 million, about a third
of which was to be funded
from this year’s tax levy.
That $1.2 million in levy
savings would provide
wiggle room should the
crisis drag on through the
summer and into the fall,
which would have an even

greater impact on revenue
forecasts, he added.
“As this pandemic
continues, and with the
recent announcement of
all indoor and outdoor
recreational facilities being
closed until June 30, this
revenue crisis is going to
get worse before we begin
to turn the tide. Depending

Elmira’s Jeremy Bingeman and his family held a food drive on May 2 in support of Woolwich Community Services.
[DAMON MACLEAN]

Kings as he moves up.
“I loved the Sugar Kings,
being a part of it and all of
the fans. I just think it’s best
for me to go out to B.C., and
hopefully have a good year
next year,” he said.
“Thanks for everything,
it’s been really unbelievable being part of the Sugar
Kings for the past two
years,” he added, extending
a message to teammates
and fans alike.
Off the ice and staying
home like many of us, Waters has been dividing his
time between school work,
recreation and working
out. To keep his hockey
skills up, “I’ve been training in my basement,” a
routine that includes cardio, leg strength and core
strength.
The current plan is
to head out west in late
August to take part in a
training camp ahead of
preseason games and the
start of the regular season,
depending, of course, on
the coronavirus situation.
Waters said he sees the
BCHL experience as a
chance to gain more exposure, perhaps leading to an
NCAA scholarship to play
at a U.S. college.

Woolwich to cut spending in budget to offset losses
BY STEVE KANNON
skannon@woolwichobserver.com

Coming up short on revenues and expecting even
larger shortfalls, Woolwich
is moving to cut spending
to offset the losses.
Recreation fees are
already down $100,000,
with that department’s

on how long closures continue, staff are projecting
recreational revenues to be
down over $400,000 from
what was budgeted for in
2020,” he said in a report to
council.
Financial results from
the first quarter of the year,
which reflect coronaviMITIGATION | 06
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FREE DELIVERY | 10 Church St. W., Elmira 519.669.8282

Always Fast, Friendly & Professional Services
• Compression Stockings (Standard & Customized
• Compounding
• Compliance Packaging
• Free Blood Pressure Check
• Free Blood Glucose Monitor & Teaching
Samer Mikhail
Pharmacist | Owner
• Ostomy & Home Health Care
*See store for details.

OPEN: Mon. to Fri. 9am - 7pm; Saturday 9am - 4pm; Closed Sundays
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Help deliver independent
community journalism.
Newspapers are deemed an essential service in times like a
COVID-19 pandemic, but it hasn’t been business as usual for
The Observer. Nor is it for our many advertising clients in and
around Waterloo Region.
Studies demonstrate how communities with a local newspaper
have better managed local governments, lower taxes, more
civic engagement, better voter turn-out and direct economic
impact in our communities. “Each dollar spent on stories can
generate hundreds of dollars in benefits to society,” says author
James Hamilton in Democracy’s Detectives.
Our ability to tell our communities’ stories depends on the
wellbeing of local business — we understand that many of our
clients are under intense economic strain at this time.
Help two businesses with one donation.
We’re asking our readers to make a charitable donation from $5
- $100 to The Observer through the Ontario Community
Newspaper Foundation. Choose a local business that you want
to support and we will apply the full donation amount as an
advertising credit to a business of your choosing. You will also
receive a tax receipt for the donated amount.
Free online registration

Thank you.

Ontario Community Newspaper Foundation

www.ocnf.org

Please select Woolwich Observer in drop-down menu

www.observerxtra.com/donate
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Supports available for those
at risk of family violence
BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

Unconventional birthdays are the norm these days, as was the case for Lilly Hopper’s 12th and St. Clements resident Bob
Bowman, as some 60 cars drove by his home last week to mark his 75th.
[SUBMITTED]

Officials not planning to intervene
in drive-by birthday celebrations
BY DAMON MACLEAN
dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

There’s no such thing as a
normal routine these days.
That applies to everything
from work to getting out
for groceries, not to mention the many activities
that simply aren’t on the
menu right now.
Our social lives have also
been derailed to a large extent, though we’re finding
ways to express ourselves
for milestones such as
birthdays and anniversaries, along with new outlets
such as showing gratitude
to frontline workers. For
the time being at least, a
popular option has been
the drive-by and even impromptu parades.
Online forums have been
abuzz with announcements of unorthodox
birthday celebrations, for
instance.
In Elmira, Wesley Jakeman turned four years old
last Saturday, marking it in
a non-traditional way. The
family has always celebrated
birthdays in a big way; however, with physical distancing measures put in place,

celebrating has become
increasingly difficult. For
the big day, they had friends
and family drive by, balloons attached to their cars,
to express their best wishes.
“All four-year-olds can
be quite excited about
turning four and having a
birthday, except he can’t
have a birthday party,” said
Wesley’s aunt, Becci Callfas
of the workaround selected
over the weekend.
Breslau also saw a driveby birthday earlier that
same day, this one for Benny, who just turned 8. The
community came together
and even was able to bring
a fire truck, police cruisers
and a Ferrari to drive by
the house.
While certainly not
deemed essential outings,
such celebrations are not in
imminent danger of being
shut down in the region,
though other municipalities
such as Burlington have issued a ban on such parades
of more than five vehicles.
“My understanding
of these are they are not
necessary trips, they don’t
have a destination. People
are getting in their cars,

participating in a parade
and going back to their
houses. I think it does
serve a useful purpose,”
Mike Murray, the Region
of Waterloo’s chief administrative officer, said of the
practice.
For now, such displays
aren’t a concern here, said
Murray, noting the importance of balancing safety
with our needs as social
beings.
“It’s a tricky balance between encouraging people
to stay home and also recognizing the social needs
we have,” he said.
“This would be one of
those things: a really lowrisk undertaking, and is
probably helpful in terms
of some psychological
well-being, for both the
participants and the people
being recognized.”
The region will, however, be monitoring the
situation, so there could be
changes in the future. For
now, he asks that people
organizing such celebrations refrain from large
gatherings in parking lots
and similar areas often
used to stage parades.

COLLISION SENDS ONE TO HOSPITAL

Being stuck at home may
be more than an inconvenience for some people,
as the financial and social
stresses, along with the
close proximity, may put
some of them at increased
risk of family violence, say
counsellors in the region.
Because of the position
many are in during this
time, people are facing an
abundance of different
stressors that can stem
from these times of uncertainty. These can include
financial pressure, frustration over not being able to
conduct normal routines,
and even being stuck inside and not being able to
get out. No matter what the
cause may be, the chance
of people experiencing violence remains.
Amanda Wood-Atkinson,
executive director of Woolwich Counselling Centre
(WCC), says her organization and others within the
community are concerned
for the wellbeing of people,
as the current climate is
not something we’ve experienced before.

... but we’ve got phone and
video setup for counselling
services,” said Wood-Atkinson. “They are still seeing
people regularly and we’re
still taking new referrals as
well. So we do want to raise
that awareness for people
that we are still here. We’re
all still functioning and
offering services, just in a
different way than we have
been in the past.”
She says all organizations also have crisis services in place as well for
those who need them.
Jennifer Hutton, CEO of
Women’s Crisis Services
of Waterloo Region, says
since COVID-19 the number of calls has been on a
decline as has the number
of people going into their
shelters. She says this can
be attributed to people
finding it difficult to reach
out while under isolation
and is worried because
police have reported a rise
is calls for domestic violence.
“I think also because
there’s so much uncertainty related to the pandemic
that women aren’t necessarily making the decision

“Because there’s not as
many opportunities for
people to be out in the
community or connecting with neighbours and
friends – or kids to be at
school with other kids and
teachers – our concern is
that there’s an increased
risk for families that may
be vulnerable otherwise,”
said Wood-Atkinson.
There may be situations
where an already existing
threat of violence could
be exacerbated, she noted,
adding that how people
are coping with the changes could impact mental
health.
To help people who may
experience some form of
violence, Wood-Atkinson
says WCC, Woolwich Community Services (WCS) and
Women’s Crisis Services of
Waterloo Region all have
services available for people looking for assistance.
However, they may be
modified to continue with
social and physical distancing.
“We are still connecting
with people for phone
counselling and video
counselling, so people aren’t coming into the centre

SUPPORTS | 06

COMMUNITY NOTICE

Annual Vegetation Management Program
Every year, CN is required to clear its right-of-way from any vegetation
that may pose a safety hazard. Vegetation on railway right-of-way, if left
uncontrolled, can contribute to trackside fires and impair proper inspection
of track infrastructure..
As such, for safe railway operations, the annual vegetation control program
will be carried out on CN rail lines in the province of Ontario. A certified
applicator will be applying herbicides on and around the railway tracks
(primarily along the 16-feet gravelled area). All product requirements for
setbacks in the vicinity of dwellings, aquatic environments and municipal
water supplies will be fulfilled.
At this time, we expect that the program will take place from May
to October 2020.
Visit cn.ca/vegetation to consult the list of cities as well as the updated schedule.
Safety is a core value at CN and in the actual context of the COVID-19 pandemic,
our employees and contractors are taking all measures to stay healthy and to
protect the communities in which we operate. For more information, please visit
cn.ca/covid-19-update.
For more information, please contact the CN Public Inquiry Line at contact@cn.ca
or 1-888-888-5909.

Emergencey services responded May 1 when a man driving a Chevrolet Silverado ran a red light and collided with a white Lincoln SUV on
Northfield Drive east of Elmira. The woman driving the Lincoln was
[DAMON MACLEAN]
transported to hospital.

cn.ca
CNC_201019_CommNotice_Ont_5.063x6.929.indd 1
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GRT plans more reductions in service to offset loss of revenues
Transit authority
still serving about
28,000 riders per
day across Region
BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

More reductions in service
are coming this month to
public transit, as Waterloo
Region deals with the impact of the COVID-19 crisis.
Grand River Transit last
month eliminated fares on
its buses, later in April reducing service levels to reflect both a lower ridership
and the loss of revenues
from its fare boxes.
The closure of schools
and non-essential busi-

nesses, along with stayat-home directives, lead
to large declines in the
number of users. Peter
Zinck, the region’s director
of transit services, says
revenues are down by $7
million, a trend that’s expected to continue as the
waiving of fees continues
until May 31.
“We’re not collecting
fares and ridership is
down, so there was capacity to reduce our service levels to offset lost revenues,”
said Zinck of further reductions slated for mid-May.
While there is no income
right now because of the
free fares, Zinck says the
number of daily riders sits
at about 28,000 people. This

is 30 per cent of the normal
daily ridership, but it’s to be
expected since most people
are at home or travelling
only for essential trips.
Since there are still so
many people travelling
daily using GRT, Zinck says
social distancing measures
are being taken seriously
and changes have been
made to ensure the safety
of everyone involved in the
process.
“With that [many] riders
dropping and the capacity
of vehicles still not changing, there’s a fair amount of
space on a vehicle. We do
have some busy trips that
we’re tracking on a regular
basis, and where those
busy trips are, we try to slot

in another vehicle to run
with it to reduce the social
distancing,” he explained
When a bus gets to a capacity of 15 people, drivers
are to advise dispatchers of
the number of riders. Once
they get to 20, drivers are
allowed to bypass potential
riders for safety, though
that “does not happen very
much,” said Zinck.
In addition to maintaining the right number of
people for social distancing, other safety measures
include additional cleaning
of what Zinck calls touch
points on a vehicle, doing
an antimicrobial spray
treatment of vehicles that
can inhibit the growth of
viruses, and adding a bar-

rier between the operator
and the rest of the vehicle.
At this point, how much
longer the changes to the
transit system will remain
in place is still up in the
air, though Zinck notes
that once businesses and
the economy start to open,
things may start going back
to normal.
For now, more changes
are coming in mid-May,
which will include a decrease in service and frequency.
There are many services
that will stop at midnight
and some bus routes which
operate every 30 minutes
will likely become hourly,
he said.
For riders that take the

route 21 bus to Elmira,
Zinck says there will not
be any changes upcoming
at this time. Hours will remain the same for the line,
which has seen a more consistent ridership throughout the pandemic, at about
40 per cent of the normal
daily average.
Zinck notes that while
transit is free, residents
should be using it only for
essential trips.
“By all means if you’re
going to work and it’s essential that you be there
and or looking to do your
shopping, please use transit. But if you’re not needing to be there and you’re
just going for a ride, that’s
not a good place to be.”

 MITIGATION: Having already seen drop in revenues, Woolwich expects even more losses as crisis continues
FROM 03

rus-related changes that
started just in mid-March,
are expected to show more
dramatically in this quarter.
“We’re going to see that
start to show up in the
April and May time period,” said Petherick of the
lower revenues.
In response, “cost containment” measures are
needed to reduce expenditures “to ensure that we’re
going to remain liquid,” he
added.

“Staff are proposing a
two-fold strategy to assist
in mitigating the economic impact of COVID-19.
This strategy is meant
to achieve two different
objectives. First, this strategy is looking to reduce
expenditures that specifically use levy dollars. The
projected loss of revenue, if
left unchecked, will result
in the township being in a
significant deficit position
at year’s end,” he said in
his report

“The second objective
is to reduce expenditures
no matter the source of
funding. The goal of this
objective is to ensure the
township remains solvent
as we navigate the uncertainties of tax and utility
collections that may result
in a significant increase in
arrears.”
Among the cost-cutting
measures are some $2.9
million in capital projects
such as road work, along
with the deferral of studies

Notice of Intention to Amend By-Laws
The Region of Waterloo intends to amend By-law 20-001 (Establish Fees and
Charges) and By-law 00-031(Procedural By-law). The amendment to the Fees and
Charges by-law will include changes to Grand River Transit Upass agreements
with full-time students at the University of Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier
University. The amendment to the Procedural By-law will include changes to
allow Advisory Committees and Boards to meet electronically during the
COVID-19 pandemic.
The by-laws will be considered at the Regional Council Meeting scheduled for:

Wednesday, June 3, 2020 at 7:00 p.m.
Regional Municipality of Waterloo
Meeting to be held electronically

such as those planned for
the Elmira core and the St.
Jacobs stockyard area for
at total of $125,000. Staff
training and development
spending will be cut to
save $46,000, and a range
of external contracts and
services will be rolled back
to save $227,000, all part of
the $3.9-million total.
Even when the township
is allowed to begin reopening its facilities, resuming
its services, Petherick
predicted there would be
both a continued shortfall
in revenues and increased
costs to implement health
and safety measures in its
buildings.
“Even when the province starts to ease current

restrictions, we will need
to put into place additional
safety measures. This will
include enhanced cleaning
for all our facilities, installing glass/plastic shields at
all the customer service
counters, and installing
touchless faucets in all of
our washroom facilities.
None of these expenditures
have been budgeted for this
year and we will need to find
ways of managing these additional costs,” he said.
With that in mind, Mayor
Sandy Shantz suggested
the township look at using
funds from its special infrastructure levy to cover
COVID-related upgrades to
buildings, a topic for a future council discussion.

Noting that May 1 was
the due date for the latest
instalment of property
taxes, Coun. Patrick Merlihan inquired about the
extent of late payments,
with Petherick responding
that about 89 per cent of
the bills had been paid on
time, a figure not much
lower than the usual rate in
the “low 90s.”
While the township isn’t
currently charging late
fees, the due dates for all
taxes remain in effect, he
added.
The current waiver is a
blanket one, but any extension of the relief effort may
be on a means-tested application process, council
suggested.

 SUPPORTS: Three organizations want residents to know
that they're still available to help during rough patch
FROM 05

or making the move to come
into the shelter they’re just
kind of staying put,” said
Hutton. “Of course that
really worries me of what
they’re having to endure in
the home, but I think for the
most part they’re just not
able to reach out and are
staying put.”

Last year, the centre saw
462 women and children
and received more than
3,400 calls.
Hutton notes people
don’t have to go through
this alone, with her agency and other community
supports available to them.
Such services are here to
help, so please reach out

if you need help, and get
some assistance for how to
remain safe and get help
from the community, she
said.
Likewise, friends, neighbours and families should
check in on their loved
ones and let them know
they’re available to provide
support.

SINGLE-VEHICLE ROLLOVER

You can provide your comments by making a written submission, or by
participating in the meeting by phone or video conference. Please provide a
written submission to, or register as a delegation, with the Region's Council and
Administrative Services Division at regionalclerk@regionofwaterloo.ca by 4:30
p.m. by Monday, June 1, 2020. If you require accessible services or technical
assistance, please contact the Council & Administrative Services Division.
This notice is in accordance with the “Municipal Act”, 2001.
Kris Fletcher, Director, Council and Administrative Services/Regional Clerk
All comments and information received from individuals, stakeholder groups and
agencies regarding this by-law are being collected to assist the Region of
Waterloo in making a decision. Under the “Municipal Act”, personal information
such as name, address, telephone number, and property location that may be
included in a submission becomes part of the public record. Questions regarding
the collection of this information should be referred to Council & Administrative
Services.

The driver of a Chevrolet Cobalt was taken to hospital Apr. 28 after she lost control of her car while heading north
from Conestogo on Northfield Drive, flipping it over and landing in a farmer’s field. [DAMON MACLEAN]
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 FIRE: After group home destroyed, EDCL finds temporary lodging for five long-term residents, plans rebuild
FROM 01

cause a major fire,” Aldous
warned.
Bechard said Wednesday
an engineer from the insurance company was coming
to investigate.
“Five fellows have been
calling the building home
some for 20 years,” he
said of the residents who
were evacuated, noting
that when a neighbour
knocked at the door, staff
were able to take the men
out and to safety. “As soon
as the neighbour banged
on the door and said, ‘hey,
you have a fire,’ one staff
tried to put it out with a
fire extinguisher … and
the tenants were removed
from the building immediately.”
Bechard says the residents were not in danger at
the time, although the fire
spread from the shed and
made its way to the roof of
the house. The residents
left the building with only

Elmira firefighters scrambled to bring
the First Street blaze under con[SEAN HEEGER, DAMON MACLEAN]
trol.

the clothes on their backs.
Currently, the five men
are now staying at one of
the EDCL day program locations, the former municipal
pool site, which is now being transformed into temporary housing. Individual
rooms have been set up for
all of the men, and there are
also showers, laundry and a
kitchen on site.
“They are familiar with
where they are being
housed right now, so it’s
not a total upheaval. The
staff is still there, and their
housemates are … we are
treating like it’s a holiday,”
said Bechard.
“We are currently talking
to two groups in Elmira
that are looking at providing us a house for the duration until the new house
is built,” he said, noting
EDCL will work with the
two houses to see which
one suits them the best.
Earlier this year, the
home was the victim of

flooding which affected the
basement and caused damages to an office and living
quarters of one resident at
the home.
Bechard says the renovation was completed only
two weeks ago and they’re
still unsure how the flood
broke out.
EDCL has received messages online, offering a
room in their house as well
as cash donations to help
the organization.
“What’s important at this
point in time, as always,
the Elmira community is
amazing: they step up and
say they might be able to
help with housing.”
The association has
received several requests
on how to donate. People
wanting to give can do
so online through Canada Helps or by mailing
a cheque to EDCL at 118
Barnswallow Dr. in Elmira.
To inquire about donations, call 519-669-3205.

 PANDEMIC UPDATE: More testing on the agenda; new cases reported and death toll reaches 94
FROM 01

filling up in that increased
lab capacity across the
province. And the province
is continuing to build upon
... a bigger testing system,”
she said, adding she expects more positive tests to
ensue.
A heavily tested group,
health care workers account for about 30 per cent
of the positive tests in the
region.
Overall, there were 871
cases of COVID-19 as of
Wednesday morning, 94
of which have been fatal,
a mortality rate of 11 per
cent.

Forty of those afflicted
have required hospitalization, with 328 people
(38 per cent) self-isolating
at home. Some 395 cases
(45 per cent) have been
resolved.
About 23 per cent of
those afflicted have been
over the age of 80, while
those in their 50s is the
second-largest group at 18
per cent of cases. That’s
followed by people in their
40s (13 per cent), 20s (13
per cent), 30s (13 per cent),
60s (11 per cent) and 70s
(eight per cent). Those under the age of 20 account
for just one per cent of

cases. Some 62 per cent of
cases in the region involve
women, with 38 per cent of
those afflicted being men.
The region is monitoring outbreaks at 14 longterm care and retirement
homes, this week adding
“congregate outbreak
settings” to its Public
Health dashboard recording COVID-19 data. The
data reflect figures from
a wider range of facilities
such as supported-living
settings and group homes
for those with disabilities.
The numbers are aggregated to protect the privacy of
individuals, as many facil-

ities have a small number
of residents and staff, the
region notes.
The list includes Chartwell LTC in Elmira (one
resident) and Twin Oaks in
Maryhill (one staff member).
Long-term care and
similar facilities count for
about 60 per cent of the
cases in the region.
Wellington-Dufferin-Guelph Public Health
reported 317 confirmed
cases as of Wednesday, an
increase of five over the
past 24 hours. There have
been 27 fatalities. Some 141
cases have been resolved,

with nine patients in hospital, four in intensive care.
As of Wednesday morning, the Ministry of Health
was reporting 18,722 cases
of the novel coronavirus in
Ontario, an increase of 2.3
per cent over the previous
day. There have been 1,429
deaths attributed to the
virus, representing a mortality rate of 7.6 per cent.
The ministry reports 13,222
cases (70.2 per cent) have
been resolved.
The latest numbers
from Health Canada show
62,458 confirmed cases of
COVID-19 nationwide, with
4,111 related deaths. Some

970,586 Canadians have
been tested for the virus.
At Wednesday morning’s briefing, regional
Chair Karen Redman acknowledged mental health
week, addressing seniors
specifically.
“I want to draw attention
to our older citizens and
the unique challenges they
might be facing during this
pandemic. People over 70
are at a higher risk of experiencing isolation and maybe even loneliness. If you
are self-isolating unable to
drive, here are few things
you can do to feel safe and
in control.”

Waters, Hastings
g & Grainger
ger
Professional Corporation

75 Arthur St. South, Elmira, ON N3B 2M8

BE READY FOR
THE SPRING

REAL ESTATE
MARKET!
Call us for a

FREE quotation
and legal review of
your transactions!

Cynthia L. Hastings BA (Hons) LLB

$25 OFF

Scott A. Grainger LLB

• COVID-19 Update •

Given the current situation with Covid-19, we are going to
be taking steps to protect our patients and ourselves.
If you have Covid-19 symptoms OR if you travelled back from Covid-19
infection area stay at home and call tele-health / doctor's office / public
health / your pharmacy.

Please avoid in person pharmacy visit rather
call for your pharmacy related need.
Symptoms (not limited to): runny nose • sore throat • cough • fever • difficulty
breathing (severe cases)
• Keep social distance (4-5 feet)
• Avoid hand shakes
• Avoid crowds / gatherings
• Avoid travelling
• Drink plenty of water
• Self-isolate (call public health for information)
• We can help to #flattenthecurve and stop the spread of the virus with these
temporary measures.
• Stay safe & wash your hands (soap & water preferred!). We are all in this together.
Raj Patel Pharmacist / Owner

Monday - Friday

Friendly, Experienced & Passionate
legal representation with high integrity
from your local, full service law firm

Saturday
Former Assistant Crown Attorney

WE ARE
OPEN!

ATTENTION: Important Message

21 Arthur St. S., Elmira | 519-669-1641 | whglaw.ca

Sunday

9:00am - 6:00pm
10:00am - 3:00pm
Closed

Tel: (519) 669-5655 Fax: (519) 669-5595
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Deadline: Tuesdays 4pm

“Most Canadians want more social connection, yet
they’re reluctant to have the kind of honest, open conversations that build the connection they crave. In our
society, it’s a cultural norm to ask people how they’re
doing, but not to expect, nor provide, a truthful answer.
This Mental Health Week, it’s time to get real about how
we feel. It’s clear we need each other more than ever.”

Online: ads.observerxtra.com/letters

Margaret Eaton, national CEO of the Canadian
Mental Health Association.

Keep the conversation alive on topics
of relevance to the community; write
a letter to the Editor.

The 2020 Survival Guide Study, an Angus Reid poll,
found 66% respondent said job loss or reduced
income would (or already has) caused them a severe
financial crisis. Meanwhile, more than half (53%)
said a health/mental health crisis has the potential
to trigger financial turmoil. Other triggers mentioned
include an unexpected expense (49%), death of
a loved one (41%) and marital breakdown (41%).
Credit Canada
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The time of year where we start to do battle with weeds
other unwanted plant species.
Since the province banned the
use of pesticides for cosmetic
purposes, weeds have become
increasingly pestilent. That’s
caused problems beyond unsightly lawns and public lands,
as weeds more freely migrate to
farmland and other commercial
sites.
For those of us annoyed by the
proliferation of dandelions, for
instance, the aesthetics are cause
enough to curse the spread of
weeds.
Yes, we use far too many chemicals, doing all kinds of harm to
the environment. But we have to
do something about the weeds.
There is, however, no magic
bullet to replace the chemicals
we once used.
Of course, there’s always the
tried-and-true, environmentally-friendly method of weed

eal spring weather, whose
arrival remains tentative,
has brought with it a
new concern about housebound
residents itching to remove the
shackles of stay-at-home orders.
There’s also the long-established
problem of returning pests,
particularly the ubiquitous dandelion.
We’re already seeing occurrences of what will be a
widespread spectacle of the yellow-topped annoyances in wide
swathes.
It’s been more than a decade
since the province instituted a
sweeping ban on pesticides and
herbicides. Prior to that, Waterloo Region weighed into the debate, restricting the use of chemicals to control weeds. That may
have been good for the environment and our health, but it was
also a boon to dandelions and
G LO B A L O U T LO O K

I

control: plucking them from the
ground, root and all. With a small
urban property, that’s manageable, but that’s not the case with
larger lots such as those found in
the townships
While homeowners may
choose to tackle the weed problem – even resorting to a handsand-knees approach – those who
look after government and institutional properties have chosen
to do precisely nothing.
Unable to spray weeds with
chemicals, there’s no practical alternative. The new environmentally-benign methods are just too
costly, especially with taxpayers
footing the bill, and plucking is
beyond the pale. Because of that,
schoolyards, boulevards and
parks are now routinely a sea of
yellow, before turning into the
cotton balls that herald the coming of yet more dandelions.

An assault on the eye for the
most part, the weeds become a
larger issue in the case of sports
fields such as soccer pitches. As
weeds crowd out the grass, the
playing surface has less of a cushioning effect, becoming packed
down and hard. That could ultimately become a safety concern.
Under the same law that
restricts us from spraying our
lawns, municipalities can no
longer use pesticides, except in
rare cases of noxious weeds. The
impact is visible. But there are
still property standards rules that
may no longer be suitable given
this new reality.
We can’t control weeds with
general spraying, so they’re
more prevalent. One of the best
defences against weeds is letting
your lawn grow, which can earn
you the wrath of neighbours and
municipal authorities. That begs

the question, should we scrap
those kinds of rules and just let
our lawns naturalize? Should that
apply to government land, other
than sports fields, that is?
Alternative plantings exist
to the typical stretch of grass;
bio-friendly treatments exist;
some old-fashioned elbow grease
will do the trick. Less likely is
convincing people the scourge
of dandelions is desirable, as
anyone passing by public parks
and along most roadways knows,
the view is hardly pleasing. Still
stuck at home, we have more
time to take note, but also to
carry out some hand-to-hand
combat.
Weedy and overgrown municipal properties such as unkempt
boulevards, roadsides and parks
are a very visible reminder that
the kind of work that used to be
done is now being ignored.

T H E V I E W F R O M H E R E | S C OT T A R N O L D

Trump and the
yellow peril

t was completely predictable that Donald
Trump would try to
blame China for the fact
that at least 30 million
Americans are unemployed and that more than
71,000 Americans have
already died of COVID-19.
His polling numbers are
down and the election is
only seven months away.
What else was he going to
do? Blame himself?
That’s why we’re now
getting the good old ‘Yellow Peril’ defence, fresh
from the late 19th century.
As a memo sent out by
the National Republican
Senatorial Committee to
Republican candidates
put it: “Don’t defend
Trump, other than the
China Travel Ban – attack
China.”

GWYNNE DYER
GLOBAL AFFAIRS

The coronavirus now
spreading death across
the world certainly originated in China. The Chinese government itself
said so, before it started
prevaricating after Donald
Trump began using China
as a scapegoat.
There was at least a
week’s delay in late December when officials
in Wuhan didn’t report
the outbreak to Beijing,
fearing they would be
blamed for alarmism,
DYER | 10
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Tide has turned on reopening, but how that works is a question

N

owhere near the extent
seen in some U.S. states,
and even out in Manitoba,
Waterloo Region this week took
some tentative steps towards loosening the lockdown in place since
mid-March.
In doing so, the region was in
sync with the easing outlined
by the province, which has been
more reticent about reopening
than some other jurisdictions –
Quebec, for instance, has kids
going back to school, while restaurant patios might be options again
in Winnipeg, the weather notwithstanding just now.
Concerns about a resurgence
of the virus and the potential of
a second wave are increasingly
supplanted by a restless populace
and the economic toll of measures
in place to combat the spread of
the novel coronavirus. Businesses are foundering on the rock of
hardship, and governments are
sinking into record levels of debt
and deficits to offset some of the
losses, a situation that can’t go on
indefinitely.
Just as shutdown measures
snowballed after the initial closures, re-openings are picking up
pace now that others have taken
the plunge.
The current crisis has put in the
spotlight many of the weaknesses
of both our economic and political
systems, exacerbating underlying
problems with both predatory capitalism and ponzi-scheme-addicted officials who rely on constant
growth that threatens the environment and societal balances.
More visibly, we’ve seen the
strains on the likes of traditional
retailers and the service industry.
Brick-and-mortar retail has
been under assault for years, never
more than today, but just like the
stream of cheap crap from China,
we’re more concerned with price
and convenience than with the
loss of jobs and local revenues.
Some of that is a natural evolution – if anything to do with
the march of corporatism can be
called natural – that saw the rise
and fall of downtown main streets
at the hands of malls, which were
in turn supplanted by big-box
stores. All forms of traditional
retail are now prey to online
shopping, most notably Amazon,

which has about half of the online
market ... and growing.
That shoppers have been
searching for better deals – especially in the face of crappier
jobs, stagnant pay and exploding
housing costs – isn’t surprising.
It’s another symptom of predatory,
monopoly capitalism. Amazon
and its social media counterpart
Facebook are examples of the
worst kind of robber-baron capitalism that emerged in the Gilded
Age that led to the Great Depression and, eventually, tougher laws
to temper the worst effects of an
unchecked economic system.
The deregulation and corrupt
politics that took off in the 1980s
courtesy of corporate lobbyists
and an unparalleled propaganda
effort that continues to this very
minute have culminated in a mirror of the last 19th and early 20th
centuries.
The major culprit is big tech
firms and their sweeping patents,
data, growing networks, and dominant platforms that are barriers to
new entrants.
The solution is the resurrection

100 Union St. Elmira, ON
519-669-0524

› Blowers
› Wheel Barrows
› Chainsaws
› Wood Chippers

EDITOR'S MUSINGS

of antitrust laws. We should break
up the high-tech behemoths, or at
least require that they make their
proprietary technology and data
publicly available and share their
platforms with smaller competitors.
While the corporatism and resultant fascist tendencies aren’t
as pronounced here as in the U.S.,
we’re on the same path. We need
both the economic and democratic reforms long espoused by
advocates.
Those who argue that regulation only hinders capitalism
– often the same people who
wrongly equate capitalism with
democracy – miss the point of a
so-called free market. The idea of
a free-market economy is to let

L E F C O U RT L A N D | JAC K L E F C O U R T

The same goes for removing corporate influence in the political
system.
The Depression-era safeguards
have been steadily rolled back
under an avalanche of political
donations, payoffs and propaganda. The assault on the public
good really picked up steam under
Reagan, Thatcher and, here, Mulroney. Governments have largely
abandoned public protections
against monopolies.
The U.S. is leading the charge
on deregulation and a lack of oversight of bad business practices, including mergers, acquisitions and
monopolistic practices, which are
pursued as eagerly as deficit-causing tax cuts under the current
regime. Joining in that race to the
bottom, the Trudeau government
making moves to reduce corporate
taxes following Trump’s lead, a
tit-for-tat corporate PR flaks began
shilling before the ink was dry
south of the border.
All, or at least much of that
must change if we’re to emerge on
the other side in a position to better serve the people as a whole.
The current pain isn’t going
away anytime soon, notes University of Waterloo economics professor Joel Blit.
“Before this epidemic hit, we
were in the longest economic
expansion in recent history. We
are now likely in the midst of the
deepest recession since at least the
Great Depression (we may even
surpass that). The U.S. economy
shrank by 4.8 per cent in the first
quarter due to decreased consumer spending and lower business
investment. We are likely to see
similar or even larger drops in economic output in Canada since we
are more exposed to a fall in commodity prices, and our COVID-19
measures were overall more stringent than those imposed in the
United States,” he says in a UW
release.
“Hopes for a “V” shaped recovery are misplaced. There remains
too much uncertainty for firms to
rehire workers or make significant
investments. Consumers’ spending is likely to remain depressed
for a while, as they will have accumulated even more debt, and
they are likely to be scarred by the
crisis.”

Rent soft water

SPRING CLEAN UP

› Pressure Washers
› Ladders
› Water Pumps
› Lawn Sweepers

STEVE KANNON

the market decide what will be
made and in what quantity, rather
than the central planning of the
communist system, for instance. It
doesn’t, however, mean free from
regulation. How many people
would argue that business should
be “free” to use slaves or child
labour? That was once the case in
the West, but has been regulated
out of the mix.
Once we’ve established that the
market is an artificial construct
that we’ve devised, we’re free
to shape it in such a way that it
provides only benefits to society,
not harms. The deregulation that
fuelled the corporatism of the last
few decades – think of the rise of
globalization, monopolies and oligarchies and the resultant decline
in our quality of life – followed a
postwar boom that was shaped by
a market system that was devised
with the broad public in mind. It
wasn’t perfect by any means, but
far more equitable than is the case
today. Deregulation killed that.
New regulations controlling the
excesses of the financial sector are
needed to put us back on track.

starting at
› Wood Splitters
› Aerial Lifts
› Trailers

For a complete list of tools available visit woolwichrentals.ca
or email info@woolwichrentals.ca

$9.95

mth

*for first three months
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 DYER: China has much to answer
for, but Trump needs a scapegoat

LOCAL EATS
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Take
Name
Towneateries
Phone
Website
Deliver
Support local. Our local
are still ready
to feed you and your
Outfamilies.
Elmira Tandoori Grill

Elmira

519-210-3333

elmiratandoorigrill.com

■
■

Never Enough Thyme

Elmira

519-669-0374

neverenougthyme.ca

Dyer Sweets

Elmira

519-841-9932

dyersweets.com

Kitchen Kuttings Cafe

Elmira

519-578-6400

kitchenkuttings.com
eweber@kitchenkutting.com

Special
Hours

Online
Order

Call Ahead
To Porch
■

■

Call Ahead
9am-5pm

■

■

email
order

Central Tavern

Elmria

519-669-9028

thecentraltavern.business.site

■

Call Ahead

Tien Lee Restaurant

Elmira

519-669-2820

tienlee.com

■

Reg. Hours

Chef Duff at RiverSong

Hawkesville

519-500-1715

chefduff.ca

■

Call Ahead

The 86

Wallenstein

519-901-2105

the86.ca

■

Reg. Hours

Elmira Donuts & Deli

Elmira

519-669-5353

Little Gyros Greek Grill

Breslau

519-648-4976

www.littlegyrosgreek.ca

■

Pita Pit

Elmira

519-669-3333

www.pitapit.ca

■

■

■

6am-4pm
■

Call Ahead

■

Reg. Hours

■

Harvey's | Swiss Chalet

Elmira

519-669-4640

www.swisschalet.ca

■

Reg. Hours

■

Twice The Deal Pizza

Elmira

519-669-4777

twicethedealpizza.com/

■

■

Reg. Hours

■

Palm Pizza

Elmira

519-669-5200

■

■

Reg. Hours

The Grill on the Green

Elmira

519-669-1652

Bonnie Lou's Cafe

Floradale

519-669-2142

Harvest Moon Restaurant

St. Jacobs

519-664-2373

thegrillrestaurant@gmail.com
harvestmoonrestaurant.ca

■

Reg. Hours

■

Call Ahead

■

Call Ahead

■

SHOP LOCAL
Name
Town
Phone
Website
Deliver
Support local. Our small
businesses
need your
support now, more than
ever.
Foot Foundation

Elmira

519-669-3030

BH Business Consulting

Elmira

519-500-9449

footfoundation.ca

Farmer's Plus

Elmira

519-669-5475

farmersplus.ca

Elmira

519-210-0608

briansfotosource.ca

Home Hardware

Elmria

519-669-5537

homehardware.ca

Creature Comfort Pet Empor.

St. Jacobs

519-664-3366

Online
Order

Call Ahead
Pickup

Brian's Photo

Special
Hours

9am-5pm

■

Reg. Hours

■

■

Reduced

■

creaturecomfort.ca

■

Reg. Hours

■

Green Valley Health & Herbs

Elmira

519-669-1480

greenvalleyhealth.ca

Ear and Hearing Clinic

Elmira

519-669-4425

earandhearingclinic.com

Magnolia's of St. Jacobs

St. Jacobs

519-648-3464

Insta & FB @magnoliasofstjacobs

■

Call Ahead

Curbside

Curbside

Call Ahead
Call Ahead

■

Call Ahead

■

Quilter's Nine Patch

Elmira

quiltersninepatch@gmail.com

Curbside

Email order

Pet Valu

Elmira

519-669-1350

petvalu.com/location/2334

Curbside

Reg. Hours

The Crack Specialists

St. Jacobs

519-746-6611

thecrackspecialists.com
funkmusic.ca

Call Ahead

Funk Music Lessons

Elmira

Elmira Home Comfort

Elmira

519-669-4600

elmirahomecomfort.com

■

Call Ahead

Bauman Printing

Elmira

519-669-2540

jimbel@rogers.com

■

Reg. Hours

■

Call Ahead

Village Pet Food Shoppe

Elmira

519-6694374

villagepetfoodshoppe.ca

Sandelli Massage Therapy

Elmira

519-669-3494

kristasandellimassagetherapy.com

St. Clements Heart & Home

St. Clements

519-699-5411

LetUsFloorYou.ca

Online music lessons, piano, guitar & more

Discounted gift certs by email
Call Ahead

Woolwich Total Health Pharmacy Elmira

519-669-8282

thpharmacy.com

■

Reg. Hours

Reality Bytes

Elmira

519-669-5551

realitybytescomputers.com

■

Reg. Hours

Schelters

Elmira

519-669-2201

schelters.ca

■

Reg. Hours

Schmidt's Bulk Panry & More

Wellesley

519-656-3400

■

Reg. Hours

Miller's Stone Store

Heidelberg

519-699-5200

jfm.ca

W.C. Brown and Sons

Elmira

519-669-1152

brownsmenswear.com

Spark Creative Arts and Events

Elmira

MCC Thrift & Gift

Elmira

Woolwich Physiotherapy

Elmira

■

■

Reg. Hours
Call Ahead

■

sparkarts.org

■

Reg. Hours

■

519-669-8475

elmirathrift.ca

■

Reg. Hours

■

519-669-2578

woolwichphysio.ca

Call Ahead

■

Floralane Farm Market

Elmira

519-669-3154

Call in orders accepted

Pamela Derksen Vocal Studio

St. Jacobs

519-880-5625

pameladerksen.com

Brubacher Shoes Ltd

Elmira

519-669-3349

Busy Bee Quilts

Elmira

519-669-3441

Curbside

Reg. Hours
Online vocal lessons
Call Ahead

Curbside

Call Ahead

Food Services and Small Business in Woolwich or Wellesley Township can be included free of charge by filling out online forms.

■ ads.observerxtra.com/local-eats
■ ads.observerxtra.com/shop-local

or simply for letting it
happen. That’s when Dr.
Li Wenliang wrote in a
private WeChat group: “7
confirmed cases of SARS
were reported [to hospital]
from Huanan Seafood
Market.”
It wasn’t really Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome. It was a new coronavirus closely related to
SARS, which had caused
a much smaller but lethal
epidemic that started in
2002. But Wuhan officials
didn’t want to believe it,
and on January 3, Li got
a warning from the local
police to stop “making
false comments on the
Internet.”
Six days later the first
person in Wuhan died
of what we now call
COVID-19. On the same
day, January 9, the World
Health Organisation
(which Trump now vilifies
as ‘China’s public relations agency”) announced
that China had reported
the emergence of a new
coronavirus like those
that caused the SARS and
MERS epidemics.
So there was at least
a week when Chinese
officials at the local or
national level had the
information and hesitated to publish it, partly
because they weren’t sure
yet themselves. But only
two days later Chinese
scientists published the
full genetic sequence
of COVID-19 so that researchers everywhere
could start working on
potential treatments and
vaccines.
Other East Asian countries that had experience
of SARS understood the
seriousness of the WHO
warning and promptly
began diligent testing,
tracing and isolation of
infected persons. As a
result, they never had to
go into lockdown (South
Korea has had 250 deaths;
Taiwan had six). China
did a partial lockdown,
but is now up and running
again.
But then the real delay
happened, and it had
nothing to do with when
China reported the disease. The point is that
Western countries did
nothing serious about the
pandemic for an astonishing two months after that.
Trump boasts that he
banned travel from China
to the United States early, but in fact the United
States was the 41st country to declare such a ban,
on February 2. And it was
a very leaky ban, affecting
only non-U.S. citizens.
Another 40,000 U.S.

citizens and permanent
residents flew in from
China during the next two
months, many not being
checked for coronavirus
at all.
Italy started locking
down some municipalities
in the country’s badly hit
north in late February,
but no European country
went into national lockdown until March 9. The
United Kingdom waited
a further two weeks after
that, until March 24. The
United States never did
a national lockdown, but
most states had social distancing policies in place
by early April.
Those even longer delays explain why the UK
and the U.S. are on track
to be the two countries
with the highest COVID-19
death rates, but why did
they all wait so long?
Why weren’t they at least
setting up comprehensive testing, tracing and
contacting systems and
making more ventilators
and protective clothing
back in January? Did they
think they were exempt?
That’s probably what
they did think, and their
people are now being
punished for their governments’ arrogance. But
Donald Trump’s attempt
to shift the blame for a
huge U.S. death toll and a
looming economic disaster onto China is utterly
cynical and false. The
problem wasn’t a week’s
delay in China; it was a
couple of months’ delay in
America.
If it should turn out that
the first human infections
with COVID-19 were due
to a leak from the Biosafety level 4 Wuhan Institute
of Virology, not at the
Huanan Seafood Market
in the same city, it changes nothing. BSL4 labs
(there are around 20 in
the world) routinely work
with dangerous viruses,
because otherwise we’d
never develop defences
against them.
An accidental leak from
a BSL4 lab would be a rare
and very serious mistake,
but that’s probably not
what happened in Wuhan,
and in any case it’s clear
that no hostile intent was
involved. The U.S. national intelligence director’s
office has determined
that COVID-19 “was not
manmade or genetically
modified.”
That will not stop Donald Trump from scapegoating China, even at the
risk of causing a new Cold
War. Never mind the fate
of the world. It’s the fate
of Trump’s presidency
that’s at stake here.
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Making time for a new best friend

I

am writing this column a day earlier than
I normally do because
tomorrow I will be busy
doing something I’ve been
waiting for since last fall:
I’ll finally be picking up my
new hunting dog.
Though I have not yet
formally met Rosie (thanks
to precautions due to
COVID-19), I’m pretty sure
that she and I are going to
get along just fine. Rosie
is an English springer
spaniel from some pretty
good bloodlines, and her
main purpose in life is to
hunt up and retrieve birds.
And though my bloodlines
are probably not nearly as

good, my main purpose in
life pretty well jibes with
hers.
That’s why I am fairly
certain we will get along
just fine.
Make no mistake, this is
a big event for me. You see,
Rosie, if she lives as long as
an English springer spaniel
is supposed to, will very
likely be the last hunting
dog I own. They generally
reach somewhere north
of 15 years, so by the time
she’s passed on, I’ll be in
my early 70s, and I don’t
imagine I’ll have the energy to keep up with a hunting dog. After all, a hunter
should never need more

STEVE GALEA
NOT-SO-GREAT-OUTDOORSMAN

naps than his dog.
Between then and now,
however, I’m going to get to
know my little Rosie well –
and, if all goes as planned,
we will soon be inseparable.
Our friendship will start
with a good, long chat on
the two and a half hour car
ride home. I’ll be complete-

ly honest and tell her that,
though I’m a fair wing shot,
she should expect me to
miss the odd grouse, woodcock and duck on occasion.
(And I’ll also ask that we
keep that between us.)
In return, I’ll let her
know that I’m open to sharing my sandwiches in the
field and I’ll disclose that I
have a few favourite hunting spots I’ve never shown
anyone else.
Then we’ll make a simple
deal: I won’t expect perfection from her so long as she
doesn’t expect it from me.
I’ll also let her know that
I have a spot just below my
office desk, tailor made for

a hunting dog who wants
to sleep nearby – and that
if she plays her cards right,
I can place a nice pillow
there too.
I’ll tell her she’s going to
a nice home where she will
be fed, walked and played
with every day. I’ll let her
know about the patch of
woods at the end of the
road where she’ll learn to
hunt up and retrieve training dummies and have
fun exploring the natural
world.
She’ll also learn that I
work from home, so she’ll
never be lonely. And I hope
she’ll be pleased to hear
that, by the time autumn

rolls around, she and I will
spend a lot of time traipsing through the uplands or
enjoying each other’s company in a duck boat.
Heck, I might even tell
her that my favourite movies are Raiders of the Lost
Ark, Lawrence of Arabia
and Zulu, roughly in that
order or that I sometimes
get teary-eyed when I
think about my old English
springer spaniel Callie or
a golden retriever I loved
named Honey.
And you know, if she
yips, barks, or mewls back,
I’ll be happy to listen too.
Heck, that’s just what best
friends do.

perspective. Here are some
things I have been thinking
about:
• I do not have to worry
about losing my job or
business;
• I have an income that
sustains me and enough
to share;
• I am not limited to a tiny
space;
• My daughter gets my
groceries and friends
and family share food
items;
• I have a comfortable
home with everything I
need and more;
• I can see well, hear with
aids, walk, have relatively clear thinking (but I
can’t sing anymore);
• I don’t need to worry
about “little ones’”
schooling or care;
• I am not in an abusive

situation;
• I have not lost a loved
one to the virus;
• I have access to clean
water and soap;
• I have loving and
thoughtful family,
friends and neighbours;
• I have two beautiful orchids in bloom;
• I have an ample supply
of toilet paper;
And this list is not exhaustive.
Attitude and gratitude
are not virtues for me but a
necessity, an acknowledgement of the gifts I have
been given. I feel compelled to thank God each
night for all the blessings I
receive. What do I miss? I
miss my family and friends
coming through my door
for visits, making plans
for visits from family from

across the border, going
to church on Sundays,
going to friend’s homes,
the physical expressions of
love and affection – hugs,
kisses. Physical human
contact is a special gift that
I hope soon returns.
I want to be open to what
more there is yet for me
to learn. For now I need to
listen, respect and follow
the instructions of our
health experts and political
leaders who are trying to
give the best that they can
in these uncharted times.
We should acknowledge
that we alone do not have
all the answers but that we
need the talents and gifts
of others in many walks
of life to help sort out this
crisis. We need to criticize
less, cooperate better, and
pray more.

MANY VOICES, ONE WOOLWICH COVID-19 DIARIES

I

Doris Kramer
St. Jacobs

solation. Quarantine.
Those words evoke certain feelings within me.
Isolation is punishment
in the prison or for a child
sent to their room for misbehaviour. Quarantine also
implies isolation to protect
others from disease.
Both words cause me to
feel a sense of loneliness.
Because of where I live,
St. Jacobs Meadows, I am
spared from loneliness.
I am often alone but not
lonely, as I see neighbours
out walking, getting their
mail or working. Also, my
daughter comes four days
a week for a number of
hours to assist me with
tasks I am no longer able
to do. We work and play

together. We like to play
Scrabble, Rummikub, and
Qwirkle. The competition
is stimulating.
The hours spent alone
have given me time for
reflection. I am aware that
I am a very privileged old
woman who is fortunate
to still remain in her own
home. I have space where
I can move from room to
room while many of my
peers are confined to a
small room at this already
difficult time. I have yet to
get bored for I find things to
do each day. My days start
later than they do for many,
as I am a late riser. However, I do retire quite late.
Though I move slowly, I am
able to do some household
tasks, can read and sew,
check emails, write notes
to family and friends, and

make and receive phone
calls. I also enjoy going for
short walks each day when
the weather permits. Since
it is easy to be overwhelmed
by too much information, I
limit myself to reading the
newspaper and one newscast daily.
Time alone, or when I’m
wakeful during the night,
gives me opportunity to
reflect. The words “attitude” and “gratitude” have
become a slogan, almost a
thing of pride, for me. The
more I thought of them
though, the more I realized that exercising them
in difficult times can be a
challenge. A good attitude
and being grateful in good
times is much easier and
my current circumstances
are mainly positive.
So, I try to put things in

You can contribute to Many Voices, One Woolwich visit: ads.observerxtra.com/one-woolwich

Woolwich Healthy
Communities

Many Voices,
One Woolwich

YOU ARE INVITED TO TELL YOUR, OR, YOUR FAMILY’S STORY, ON
HOW COVID-19 IS TOUCHING YOUR LIFE. TOGETHER WE CAN CREATE
A COMMUNITY DIARY FOR THIS TIME IN WOOLWICH’S HISTORY.
• DRAINAGE TILES & REPAIRS,
CATCH BASIN, ETC.
• RETAINING WALLS
• FOUNDATION REPAIRS

• SPECIALIZE IN SEWAGE
TREATMENT SYSTEMS
• INSTALL & REPAIR SEPTIC TANKS
HOLDING TANKS & WEEPING BEDS
• SEPTIC TANK PUMPING
DENNIS KUEPFER - MILLBANK - (519) 595-4362

You may be a child, teenager, young adult, parent, grandparent, essential worker, business
owner, teacher, new to Woolwich or from another country, musician, poet, counsellor or pastor,
community agency administrator, doctor, nurse, neighbour, PSW, farmer, university student,
whoever, we want to hear your story. Some of us do have anxiety, hurts and disappointments
and we can share them. Also, you may see this as a time of reflection and renewal. We want to
read your story with compassion, knowing “we are all in this together”. We need to hear your
voice as one of many who make up the many links in the chain of our supportive community.
How to participate: Write a submission of no more than 300 words, and submit through The Observer webstie
at: ads.observerxtra.com/one-woolwich/ by Tuesday noon. (All submissions will be edited for grammar and length.)
More information: Please contact Healthy Woolwich Community Events Steering Group (sub-group of WHC.)
Clint Rohr, clintrohr@gmail.com or 519-664-2661 or Gebre Berihun, gberihun@wchc.on.ca
One story will be featured in The Observer weekly. All stories will be compiled online at www.healthywoolwich.org.
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AG SCHOLARSHIPS
The Grand River Agricultural Society is now taking
applications for its 2020 Bursary and Scholarship
program. Now in its 14th year, the program is designed to provide financial assistance for students
residing in Wellington and Perth counties and
the Region of Waterloo. Post-secondary students
who are entering or currently in agriculture- or
environmental-related programs are eligible to apply.

Let's keep the local economic engines
firing? We want to shine a light on
new local enterprises.
Online: ads.observerxtra.com/tips

www.grandriveragsociety.com/giving

KEEPING THINGS RUNNING

Fewer cars on the road mean
less business for repair shops
Measures to
fight COVID-19
have economic
impacts that have
rippled through
the automotive
industry
BY DAMON MACLEAN
dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

Anyone heading out onto
the roads of late has certainly noted a drop in
traffic volumes. Many of
us are staying home, and
the resultant economic
downturn has had a ripple
effect in the automotive
industry.
Along with shutdowns
by manufacturers and
suppliers, the crisis that’s
seen fewer cars on the
road is translating into less
work on the service and
repair side of the equation.
Though automotive shops
were declared essential
businesses, some opted
not to open and others are
offering fewer services due
to staffing levels, physical
distancing rules or extra
sanitary measures, for instance.
The expected lower volumes are reflected in the
experiences of local shops.
“It has affected us in a
few different ways, with
less vehicles on the road:
people are staying home.
Obviously, the vehicles
don’t need as much maintenance,” said Leroy Martin, owner of Leroy’s Auto
Care in Elmira, of the coronavirus-related situation.

Top, John Scott buffs out damage on a truck at Martin’s Customizing in St. Jacobs. Above, Simon Wagler and Lewis
Brubacher of Leroy’s Auto Care in Elmira.
[DAMON MACLEAN]

Martin said he and the
workers in his auto shop
understand the importance of being an essential
service and being able to
support people when their
vehicles need repair or
maintenance.
“We provide a complete

automotive service as far as
maintenance and repairs
on light-duty vehicles,” he
said, noting those services
are crucial to the function
of the country for essential
workers.
Martin has put in place
some additional protocols

to ensure the safety of both
staff and customers. Some
of these changes include a
reduction of staffing in the
office and the enforcement
of social distancing of two
metres. In addition to “trying to keep our office as
AUTOMOTIVE | 13

45 Arthur St. S., Elmira | 519.669.5484

www.elmirainsurance.ca

(2-4 servings) includes: coleslaw, rolls, meat, potato, veg, dessert

CAFÉ HOURS: Tues.-Thurs. 8-3, Fri. 8-6:30

O

n Tuesday, about
an hour after the
federal government
announced a $252-million,
pandemic-related aid package for Canadian farmers,
Ontario’s minister of agriculture, food and rural
affairs, Ernie Hardeman
issued an editorial praising
farmers.
His message was not
connected to the federal
announcement, but it
made an important point.
“During these unprecedented times, Ontarians
have been reassured by
the fact that our agri-food
sector continues to bring
food to our tables,” he said.
“Everyone working hard
to make that happen deserves our utmost thanks.
From transporting food, to
making sure grocery store
shelves are full, to planting
this season’s crops – you
are an inspiration to us all.”
He couldn’t be more
right. While at various
times we’ve wanted for
some commodities, for the
most part, our food needs
have been met by our farming and processing sector.
The same day, University
of Guelph farm and food
system economists Mike
von Massow and Alfons
Weeksink noted in an essay
about food and the pandemic, we also have cheap
food.
“It doesn’t always feel
like it, but Canadians
spend among the lowest
proportion of our income
on food in the world,” they
say.
Indeed, if you live in a
remote community, or if

OWEN ROBERTS
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

you’re relying on a food
bank now, statistics be
damned. We have a huge
problem with food access
equality.
But in any case, farmers
keep on producing, even
when the chips are down.
Over the past two years,
they’ve been hit with tumbling prices, terrible weather conditions for planting
and harvest, and a brutal
trade war. Their response?
Ask for help and keep on
producing.
Now, they’re victims of
their own determination.
Driven to the brink by
the COVID-19 pandemic,
they have finally said they
can’t take it anymore. The
Canadian Federation of
Agriculture says farmers are going to lose $2.6
billion this year because
markets for their products
have changed so drastically. Estimates from various
industry analysis say Canada could lose 15 per cent or
more of its farmers.
And at a time when we
are legitimately worrying
about our domestic food
supply, this is unthinkable.
We should be helping farmers produce more, not less.
For all these reasons, I
have to believe that Tuesday’s federal announceROBERTS | 13

DOCTOR OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE

Quality Care for All Ages
& All Health Conditions

Friday May 8 -- 3:30 - 6:30
Saturday May 9 -- 11:30 - 6:30

Turkey or Bone In Ham

Why $252 million
for farming and
food is only a start

B.A., N.D.

special

OUR POLICY — YOUR PROTECTION SINCE 1927

A new CIBC study finds 81% of Canadian small business owners say COVID-19 has negatively impacted
their operations, and 32% worry about the viability of
their business over the next year. Many business owners (54%) say sales have dropped, and an additional
28% have had to temporarily shut down operations
altogether. Most have made significant changes
to weather the crisis, including reducing operating
expenses (34%), dipping into savings (29%), laying off
staff (25%) and applying for more credit (15%).

Dr. Rebecca
nnon
Cannon

Mother’s day
HOME | AUTO | FARM | LIABILITY | COMMERCIAL

BUSINESS IMPACT

rder
pre-Qouired
re
only
out
Take-

(519) 669-2142 | 2238 Floradale Rd., Floradale | www.bonnielouscafe.com

INCLUDING: Hair Analysis
Hormone Testing • Allergy Testing

www.elmiranaturopath.com
69 Arthur St. S., ELMIRA | 519-669-2405
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 AUTOMOTIVE: Fewer of us on the move, but there's still work to be done
FROM 12

empty as possible, we are
offering things like pick up
and drop-offs.”
The pick-up and dropoff service is something
that the team has used in
the past but never to this
extent.
Spring is typically a busy
time for tire service, drivers
switching out their winter
tires, but it’s been a different story this year.

“There are some people
that are holding off. I think
there is definitely a fear
of people coming in,” said
Martin, suggesting that the
drop-off service is something that can help counter
concerns customers may
have.
Martin has not had to cut
back on staffing, and has
added a few extra services,
including a full detailing
and cleaning of the interior

of vehicles.
“We aren’t charging for
it, so there is no revenue,
but it has helped keep our
staff busy.”
Scott Martin, owner of
Martin’s Customizing near
St. Jacobs, has also seen
the impact of the lockdown
used to combat the spread
of COVID-19.
The shop offers autobody and collision repair.
With traffic volumes down,

there are fewer collisions.
“We’ve done about half
the work we would normally be getting at this time of
the year. There is just not
a whole lot of people on
the roads, so there is not a
whole lot of work to do,” he
explained.
Martin’s Customizing is
a small team, but has reduced by half – to two from
four – due to the reduced
workload.

Lewis Brubacher works on a car at Leroy's Auto Care.

[DAMON MACLEAN]

 ROBERTS: As with many sectors of the economy, farmers need support right now, especially as food is really essential
FROM 12

ment of disaster relief for
farmers was an important
start – but only a start.
First, it was targeted
almost exclusively to the
livestock sector. There’s no
question those producers
certainly need the money,
as does the processing sec-

tor that supports them.
But even then, the federal money only covers
a fraction of the losses
they’re predicting. Pork
producers alone say they
are going to lose $675 million this year. And the beef
industry has been in turmoil for months. Farmers

don’t expect Ottawa to fully
cover their losses. But they
are definitely looking for
something more helpful.
And for the crop sector …
well, the 28,000-member
Grain Farmers of Ontario
organization minced no
words in this response to the
federal announcement from

its chair, Markus Haerle.
“Grain farmers in Ontario are facing an unprecedented $550 million in lost
revenues,” he said. “Over
67 per cent of our farmer-members are worried
about their farms’ ability
to survive this crisis and
its aftermath. The federal

government has ‘targeted’
groups without understanding the full picture.
Our Prime Minister and
his government are asking
grain farmers to bear the
costs of everyone having
enough to eat.”
So we can only assume
that federal support for

other industry segments,
such as grain farmers, is on
its way. It must be. The agriculture industry is broad,
complex and couldn’t be
more vital to society. The
government has opened
the vault for other groups,
and now’s the time to do so
for farmers, too.

Same Care. New Hours.
Monday - Friday, 9am-5pm

Accreditation
Number: 38988

Who to Contact
Contact For:
Contact For:

• Non-essential businesses that
are prohibited under the
Emergency Management and
Civil Protection Act from
remaining open.

519- 575-4400

• Questions about whether a
business is essential or not.
Stop the Spread Business
Information Line:

Contact For:

• People gathering in outdoor recreation
spaces (eg. parks, sport fields,
playgrounds, etc.)
• Events & gatherings of more than 5 people.

By-law Enforcement
519- 669-6009

1-888-444-3659
Price Gouging Complaints:

1-800-889-9768

Practice Social Distancing — Keep a distance of 2 metres from others
when going for walks or shopping for groceries
Subscribe to the Township’s website if you are
looking for regular updates on COVID-19

woolwich.ca/COVID19
Find links to online reporting and
more information about COVID-19
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Elmview Farms Inc.

COME SEE US AT OUR NEW LOCATION!
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CALL FOR PICKUP & DELIVERY PRICING • 519.669.2982
www.elmviewfarms.com

* Due to COVID-19 we will be regulating the number of customers in the greenhouse
and practicing social distancing. Phone orders will be accepted for curbside pick up.
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Marty Long | 519-749-5025 | www.gartechinnovation.com

ARISS
WELLINGTON RD. 86

WOLLIS RD.

CUSTOM SUMP PUMP SOLUTIONS

Lorne & Wilma Bauman

We also carry:
mulches, soils, shrubs, trees,
many assorted annuals, roses,
perennials & a variety of
garden supplies.

TO WATERLOO

BACKUP POWER UNIT

ON
SALE
NOW!

See us for potting soils, mulches and
a variety of gardening supplies.

TO KITCHENER

SUMP PUMP

Spring&
Shrubs
Trees
are in!

WOODLAWN ROAD

No one wants the unnecessary costs of a wet basement!

Open Mon. to Fri. 9am to 7pm
Sat. 9am to 6pm • Closed Sundays

Actual retail prices are set by dealer and may vary. Taxes are additional and may vary. Freight and PDI charges may be additional and may vary by dealer. Models subject to limited availability. Specifications and programs are subject to change without notice. Images may not reflect dealers inventory and/or unit specifications.
* $200 rebate applicable on the purchase of a Cub Cadet XT1 (XT1LT42 and XT1LT46 C) * $300 rebate applicable on the purchase of a select Cub Cadet XT2 rider (XT2 LX42, XT2 LX46 FAB SE and XT2 SLX50 FAB) *$500 rebate applicable on the puchase of a select Cub Cadet XT2 or XT3 rider (XT2 SLX54 FAB, XT2 GX54 FAB and XT3 GSX)
**The 0% - 48 months financing is applicable on the purchase of a Cub Cadet Ultima ZT1, Ultima ZT2, RZT SXZ-Force S, Z-Force SX, Ultima ZTX6 zero-turn mowers (ZT1 42, ZT1 46, ZT1 50, ZT1 54, ZT2 54, ZT2 60, RZT SX42 KH, RZT SX46 KH, RZT SX50, RZT SX54, Z-Force S48, Z-Force S54, Z-Force S60, Z-Force SX48, Z-Force SX54, Z-Force
SX60, ZTX4 54, ZTX4 60, ZTX6 48, ZTX6 54 and ZTX6 60).
Offers valid from April 17 to May 31, 2020, at your participating dealer. Offers may not be combined with other offers. Models subject to limited availability. Se your local Cub Cadet© dealer for more details.
† Financing on approved credit only. Deposit = 15%. 0% - 12 months with a financed value of $325 or more. 0% - 24 months with a financed value of $1,950 or more. 2.9% - 36% months with a financed value of $2,750 or more. 4.9% - 48 months iwht a financed value of $4,999 or more. 9.9% - 60 months with a financed value of $7,999 or more.
Administration fees may apply. Offer valid until October 31st, 2020. *Taxes, freight and PDI extra Monthly payment is based on the MSRP divided equally by the number of financed months. Deposit, taxes, freight, PDI and administation fees are payable upon recipt of product.
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www.groprolawncare.com

519-669-1278
CALL FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

Visit the Region’s LARGEST
Fence & Deck Showroom

Quality
Professional
Installation
or
Cash & Carry
Materials

5 Forwell Rd. at Victoria St. N.
(One block past Lackner)

519-745-3250

www.bfdrona.com

...and K-W’s only

Online and
Phone-in Orders
until COVID-19
restrictions lifted.
Curbside Pickup &
Delivery Available

Building Centre

Friendly Professional Staff - Locally Owned and Operated

P21HW
Push Mower
...................................
• 21" cutting deck
• 159cc Columbia® OHV engine
• High rear Wheels
• 2 in 1 (side discharge / mulch
options)

POWERFUL.
COMFORTABLE.

***Instock 2019 Model - 16618E

• 46" cutting deck
• 679cc Columbia® OHV EFI, V-twin
• Foot controlled hydrostatic
transmission (Tuff Torq® K46)

***Instock 2019 Model - 16622E

CYT5023SE***
GARDEN TRACTOR
....................................

SALE
PRICE

$2,899*

ZTL50
Zero Turn Mower
...................................

• 50" fabricated cutting deck
• 23 HP† Kohler® 7000 Series
KT-745 OHV V-twin, 725cc
• Foot controlled hydrostatic
transmission (Tuff Torq® K46)

$3,399*

$359*

CYT4622SE EFI
GARDEN TRACTOR
...................................

Our Columbia® Lawn Tractors are
built to be dependable and versatile.
Equipped with a powerful engine,
they are sure to provide exceptional
cutting performance and quality
results time and time again.

SALE
PRICE

SALE
PRICE

• 50" Fab cutting deck
• 23 HP* Kohler® KT-730
V-Twin OHV, 725cc engine
• Dual Hydro-Gear™
EZT-2200 transmission

***Instock 2019 Model - 16630E

ASK ABOUT OUR PICK UP AND DELIVERY OPTIONS

SALE
PRICE

MASTER CRAFTSMEN OF
FINE HOMES AND INTERIORS

$4,449*

***Instock 2019 Model - 16625E

Custom Homes & Exquisite Renovations
3575 Broadway Street
Hawkesville, ON N0B 1X0
**FINANCING ON APPROVED CREDIT. 0% - 12 MONTHS WITH A FINANCED VALUE OF $325 OR MORE. 0% - 24 MONTHS WITH A FINANCED VALUE OF $1950 OR MORE.
0% - 36 MONTHS WITH A FINANCED VALUE OF $2750 OR MORE. ADMINISTRATION FEES MAY APPLY. OFFER VALID UNTIL DECEMBER 31, 2020. *Product Price — Actual retail
prices are set by dealer and may vary. Taxes, freight, setup and handling charges may be additional and may vary. † As rated by engine manufacturer. Models subject to limited availability.
Specifications and programs are subject to change without notice. Images may not reflect dealer inventory and/or unit specifications. © 2020 Columbia

Craft your own outdoor experience.

519-699-4388

countrylanebuilders.com
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Before you start construction on a deck, fence
or other landscaping projects this spring

Call Before You Dig!
Call

1-800-400-2255
or visit

ontarioonecall.ca
for your free locate

It’s free, it’s easy & it’s the law

Parks & Trails
Walk to local
parks only, do
not drive.

Local municipal parks
are open for walk
through access only.

Protect yourself
and others

Playground Equipment
is Closed.

No team sports like soccer,
football or basketball.

Avoid using benches &
picnic tables and don’t
touch hard surfaces.

>2m

GRCA conservation
areas and provincial
parks are closed.

Keep 2m away
from other people.

Avoid touching your face, nose
and eyes and when you get
home, wash your hands.

Subscribe to this website if you are
looking for regular updates on COVID19

woolwich.ca/COVID19
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NO HILLSIDE IN 2020

ETC ON HOLD

Your local hub for our creative
communities. Let us know when
inspiration strikes.

The Elmira Theatre Company has postponed its
spring production, John Steinbeck’s Of Mice and
Men, until November in response to the COVID-19
situation. The show will be part of the group’s
2020/2021 lineup, its 40th anniversary season.
www.elmiratheatre.com

The Hillside Festival has cancelled this summer’s outing, planning to resume again in 2021. Organizers noted the essence of the festival – live bands, the press
of happy bodies, dancing, singing, jamming in a drum
circle, hugging, holding hands and the like – can’t
be maintained under measures to combat COVID-19.
www.hillsidefestival.ca

Online: ads.observerxtra.com/tips

Performing live from their living room

Elmira couple stream concerts from their home every Friday night, each featuring a different theme, including original songs
BY SEAN HEEGER
sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

Necessity means we’re
finding more ways to do
things ‘from the comfort of
home’ these days. It’s a list
that hasn’t traditionally
included enjoying live music, but even that’s changing at this point. A local
couple, for instance, is
sharing their musical talents by streaming weekly
concerts from their home
to yours.
Elmira residents Russ
and Jennifer Shouldice
have started a concert series they call ‘From our Living Room to Yours,’ where
each week they perform a
themed musical show via
Facebook Live.
They were inspired
to start their livestream
shows after trying to prepare some music with
their pastor. While putting
technology to use came
with a few hiccups, their
urge to find a “low-key
way” to share music and
give people at home something fun to do turned into
the idea for a concert from
home.
“This has been just a re-

Jennifer and Russ Shouldice are streaming live musical performances from their Elmira home. [DAMON MACLEAN]

ally cool outlet. We did our
album last year in the fall
... and then this has kind of
just been an opportunity,
just a fun little thing for us
to do,” said Russ. “We’re
loving it.”
Jennifer says most of
their music involvement
is within their church

community and their jobs,
and since they have been
unable to do musical gigs
for some time, the online
forum has been a great
opportunity for them to do
the thing they love.
Each concert consists of
about five songs and lasts
from 25 to 30 minutes.

Each also has a theme that
changes weekly, as they’ve
played song covers from
a wide array of styles. The
thematic approach has
included country, a night
at the movies and even
Disney.
“I was just creatively
thinking ‘oh let’s do a Dis-

ney night,’ so then I think
of songs we know from
Disney movies, then we
put together chord charts
– and we’ve been coming
up with creative ideas to
get our kids involved,” said
Jennifer.
Until recently all the
music they performed were

covers, but their May 1 concert focused on originals,
and featured music they
wrote themselves.
From our Living Room
to Yours continues May 8,
when they’ll be offering up
part two of their original
music theme, playing more
songs they’ve created.
“We’re celebrating our
14th anniversary on May
6, and we’d like to share a
song that Russ wrote that
we played at our wedding
and sang at our wedding on
May 8, so I think we’re going to do another originals
night,” said Jennifer.
Russ and Jennifer encourage the community
to like their social media
accounts so they can follow along with updates,
get notified when concerts start and even give
them requests for new
themes.
Contact them through
their Facebook page, Russ
and Jennifer, to catch up
on the concerts they’ve
performed and request
your favourite songs and
theme ideas.
From our Living Room to
Yours streams live Friday
evenings starting at 7 p.m.

Some folk-punk sounds
from the lockdown
Stuck in the house together, members of Mac N’ Sleeze record
new album, “3 of the Sleeze in Quarantine”
BY DAMON MACLEAN
dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

At home in Guelph, Caleb Adams and Cody James McDusa play a track from their new album.

[DAMON MACLEAN]

Productivity is a challenging feat during the current lockdown: balancing
essential jobs and excess
amounts of time with
the motivation to create
something might be something of a foreign task, but
it’s achievable with persistence.
Just ask three members
of the Guelph-based folkpunk act Mac N’ Sleeze,
who’ve just released “3 of
the Sleeze in Quarantine,”
a new album produced
from the home they share.
They continued to create

music while maintaining
social distancing from other members of the band.
The album was the work
of banjo player/vocalist
Cody James McDusa, Caleb
Adams (mandolin, vocals)
and Brian Waugh.
For people that aren’t
familiar with the folk-punk
genre, McDusa describes it
as “angry folk music, punk
music with bluegrass instruments.”
When speaking about the
band’s sound specifically,
fellow member Adams says
“we play simple things on
funny instruments, fast.”
Fast is an accurate way
to describe the pace of the

band’s music, with all eight
songs on the new album
totaling to less than 13
minutes, the average track
is just above a minute and
a half.
The band’s influences
range from standard folkpunk acts like AJJ and The
taxpayers to rap from Atmosphere’s label, Rhymesayers Entertainment. The
latest album displays a variety of themes, emotions,
and feelings the band has
been feeling throughout
the current quarantine:
“there’s some stuff about
depression and stuff, but
then there are also songs
MAC N' SLEEZE | 20
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Help Wanted, Auctions, Real Estate,
Public Notices, Obituaries and Family
Album Announcements - Please call
for a quote.

Classified Ad - Text Ads

Placing Classified Advertising

Residential: $9.00 per 20 words
(extra words: 20¢ per word)
Order Online:

Office:
Phone:
Fax:
Email:

ads.observerxtra.com/classified-residential

Classified advertising will be accepted in
person, email, phone or fax during regular
office hours. All classified advertising are
prepaid. Ask about the Service Directory,
Real Estate and Family Album advertising.

20B Arthur St. N., Elmira
519-669-5790 Ext. 104
519-669-5753
ads@woolwichobserver.com

Deadline: Wednesdays by 10am
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

Nieuwland Feeds Elora
has an opening for a

Full Time Truck Driver

We require a valid DZ license.
We offer competitive wages, benefits
and Monday to Friday schedule.

Then you should
be working for us.

Email your resume to:

info@nieuwlandfeeds.com

WE’RE LOOKING FOR:

or apply in person to Cliff at:

Industrial Spray Painter

2-3 Years of Experience
Knowledge of:
•
Electrostatic Air Assisted Airless
•
Conventional Pot Gun
•
Mix and Thin Paint
•
Prepare Equipment for Painting
•
Neat Workmanship
•
Clean & Maintain Paint
Equipment & Booth
•
Material Handling
•
Operation of Forklift
•
Operation of Overhead Crane

7460 County Road 21, Elora
FOR SALE

FOUR PRESS BACK
CHAIRS,
TREADLE
sewing machine, cedar
chest, folding tables with
stands, old telephone
stand. Call 519-7251517.
LAWN FERTILIZER AND
LAWN SEED - CALL
George Haffner Trucking,
519-574-4141 or 519669-2045.

WE OFFER:
•
Competitive wages
•
Company uniforms
•
Pension plan
•
Company benefits
Apply in person between 8:30 a.m. –
4:30 p.m. OR fax or e-mail resume to:

PERENNIALS
FOR
YOUR LANDSCAPING.
Main opening May 12. 47
Herbert St. Elmira.

M&G
MILLWRIGHTS
LIMITED

SUNSET GREENHOUSE
MERVIN AND LOUISA
Gingrich.
Vegetables,
ﬂowers, hanging baskets
and more. 7279 Fourth
Line, Mapleton. 519-6692043.

R.R.#1 Reg. Rd. 19

(1540 Floradale Rd.) Elmira, ON

519-669-5105

fax: 519-669-1450
email: cHare@mgmill.com

line

MY NAME

job title
address

Phone: 555-555
-5555
Fax: 555-555-5555
my@email.com
www.mydomai
n.com

2999

$

plus tax

Make a
Great First Impression
at a Great Price!
• With or without UV gloss (1 side)
• Single sided • Full Colour • 12 pt C1S stock
• Print ready file

RON'S DRYWALL AND
RENOVATIONS. OVER
35 years experience.
Please call 519-496-7539
or email ron.spncr@
gmail.com

THE GARDEN GATE
GREENHOUSE
NOW
open. New for this year
ornamental shrubs and
roses besides our reguCOMING
lar variety of perennials.
EVENTS
Find us at 2560 Floradale
Rd. Any questions call
VIRTUAL
ONLINE
519-669-3102.
KARATE CLASSES!!!
SCHWEITZER'S
MARFARM SERVICES TIAL ARTS Train safely
BAGGED PINE SHAV- from the comfort of your
INGS AGRICULTURAL own home. No expeSpray Lime, 22.5kg. bag; rience needed. Beginfeed grade lime, 25kg. ners welcome! GROUP
Delivered. Call George CLASSES FOR AGES
Haffner Trucking, 519- 4 TO ADULT. PRIVATE
574-4141 or 519-669- & SEMI-PRIVATE LESSONS ALSO AVAILABLE.
2045.
Taught by Renshi Becky
Schweitzer, 4th Degree
FERTILIZER AND SEED Black Belt and World
GRAIN - AT COMPETI- Karate Champion. Our 10
tive pricing. Call George week session for group
Haffner Trucking, 519- classes $90+HST. Call
574-4141.
519-580-1418 or e-mail
becky_schweitzer@hotmail.
com

VOTE FOR THE PEOPLE’S
CHOICE AWARDS IN EIGHT
DIFFERENT CATEGORIES.

GET CREATIVE, HAVE FUN
AND WIN PRIZES!
WHC will be purchasing gift cards to
support our local business community!
Woolwich

Healthy
Communities

Free online registration

ads.observerxtra.com/stronger-together

NEWSLETTERS

Retractable Banners

Raptor, Magnum, Frontier, Extreme Frontier

Get Your Message Out
And Keep People
Informed!

AS LOW AS

$

12995

• We have an In-house
Graphics team to help
with the perfect design,
or supply your own
print-ready file

Call today

for more information!
Our consultants are always available
to price your project!

• These banners are excellent for trade shows and
presentations
• They are affordable, lightweight, durable and easy
to setup or take down
• Includes padded carry bag • Full colour, single sided

Call Today to Get Started!
ARTWORK
EXTRA

Have You Written A Book?

Call for a copy of our
Idea Guide for a full listing
of available products
Indoor & Outdoor Signage
Huge assortment of materials to print on
Laminating, sewing, wind slits, grometting available
Hardware included • Installation available

Contest Open Now ... until June 28, 2020.

CUSTOM LAWN SEEDING + PLOWING AND
lawn sweeper rental. Call
Garald Gingrich cell 519503-5641, Home 519669-2043.

Car Wraps
Also Available!

•
•
•
•

FREE PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

TRADES &
SERVICES

Specializing in Posters, Banners
& Trade Show Booths

Our Everyday Low Price!

500 FULL COLOUR
BUSINESS CARDS

FOR SALE

KILN DRIED CORN &
CORN
SCREENING
Delivered by Einwechter.
Minimum 15 ton lots.
Call George Haffner
Trucking 519-574-4141
or 519-669-2045.

WE DO SIGNS
OF ALL KINDS!

MY COMPANY

my company tag

ads.observerxtra.com/classified-commercial

Observer advertising rates, policies and
specifications are available at:
ads.observerxtra.com/media-kit

FARM SERVICES

DO YOU WANT?
A wide range of jobs?
Welding?
Millwrighting?
Assembly?
Blueprint reading?
Inside work?
Outside work?
Responsibility?

Commercial: $15.00 per 20 words
(extra words: 30¢ per word)
Order Online:

We can help you get your book into print!
Lawn Bag Signs

• Family History Books • Cookbooks
Inquire about our
• Manuals • Catalogues
Publishing Packages
• Children’s Books
and free Author’s Guide

M&T Printing Group is Ready to Serve You

675 DAVENPORT RD., WATERLOO • 519-804-0017
www.mtprint.com

DOOR
HANGERS

Catch the attention of your
prospects and drive traffic
to your business!

Large enough to include
plenty of information, but
small enough to provide budget
friendly pricing and easily
distributed.
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“PROUDLY REMEMBERING OUR PAST; CONFIDENTLY EMBRACING OUR FUTURE.”

Community
Information Page
COVID-19

Woolwich Township Update
As the 2019 Novel Coronavirus or COVID-19 pandemic continues to evolve around the
world and in our community, the health and wellbeing of Woolwich residents remain our
top priority. The Township continues to work closely with area municipalities, Region of
Waterloo’s Public Health, and provincial and national partners to monitor and respond to
new developments.
For information on symptoms, treatment and preventative measures, you may contact:
• Region of Waterloo Public Health: 519-575-4400
• Telehealth Ontario: 1-866-797-0000
• Public Health Agency of Canada: 1-833-784-4397

Township Services, Facilities, and Programs*
Woolwich Township continues to provide critical and core services. We ask residents to
delay non-essential business or try to conduct business online or by phone. Please be
patient, it may take staff longer than normal to respond to inquiries as we respond to
critical matters first.
• Closed until May 31: Township of Woolwich Administration Office
• Closed until June 30: All municipal cultural, recreational and leisure facilities
including playgrounds, sports fields, dog parks, basketball and tennis courts,
outdoor community gardens, park shelters and skateboard parks with the exception
of Regional museums and libraries, which are closed until at least May 31
• Cancelled until June 30: All Township-affiliated events and festivals or those held
on Township property.

Parks and Trail Closures
Woolwich Township in conjunction with the Grand River Conservation Authority (GRCA)
remind residents that conservation areas and provincial parks are closed:
• Snyder’s Flats, Lions Lake Trail (Woolwich Reservoir) and all GRCA owned and
managed properties and trails remain closed until further notice.
• The West Montrose Covered Bridge is closed to visitors outside the community. Local
residents can continue to walk in their neighbourhood while physical distancing.
• The Mill Race Trail and the parking lot at 32 Front St., St. Jacobs are closed.
Other areas in Township parks including trails and outdoor spaces will remain open and
available for residents to enjoy walkthrough access only. We encourage residents to
stay in their neighbourhoods, do not drive to parks or trails, respect signage and follow
appropriate physical distancing measures. Grand River Conservation Authority parks &
trails are closed, see GrandRiver.ca or call 1-866-900-4722.

Woolwich Stay Home, Stay Active Webpage
While our recreation centres are closed, the Township remains committed to helping our
community stay engaged and active during the COVID-19 situation. Please join us on
our new webpage: Woolwich.ca/StayActive for activities brought to you by our wonderful
recreation and facilities staff, instructors and partners.

Council Meetings
Remote Council meetings continue to follow their regular schedule with members
participating electronically. Agendas are posted online Thursday afternoon before the
meeting and any additional items are posted by noon on the day of the meeting. You can
still participate in meetings while Council chambers are closed to the public:
• Submit a comment in writing
• Make a delegation or attend a public meeting by video or toll-free phone
• Watch or listen to the meeting on Facebook or by toll-free phone
• Read meeting minutes
For help participating in a remote Council meeting, contact the Deputy Clerk at 519-6696010.
*Please note as the COVID-19 situation continues to evolve, the status of facilities and
services may change. For the most current information, please see the Woolwich Township
website at Woolwich.ca or call us at 519-669-1647.

P.O. Box 158

24 Church St. W.
Elmira, Ontario
N3B 2Z6

Phone:

519-669-1647
or 877-969-0094
Fax: 519-669-1820

After Hours
Emergency:

519-575-4400
www.woolwich.ca

Burn Permits
A burn permit is required for all open air burning within the Township. Whether you are
having a small backyard fire or clearing your property of brush, a permit is required. You
can apply for a permit at woolwich.ca or by calling 519-669-6022 during COVID-19.

Private Well Water Testing
Due to COVID-19, a temporary plan has been put in place to resume private well water
testing for bacteriological testing only (i.e. E. coli and coliforms). The service will continue
to be free being funded by the Region of Waterloo.
• Pick up* a water test kit Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m from ALS Waterloo
located at 60 Northland Road, Unit 1, Waterloo, ON N2V 2B8.
• The water test kits include a sample bottle, an ice pack, a chain of custody form,
and sampling instructions
• Follow the instructions included in the kit
• Bring the sample back to ALS Waterloo
• Your results will be e-mailed to you directly or, if you cannot be reached by email,
by letter mail or phone. Please ensure that your contact information is completed
properly to ensure you receive your results as quickly as possible.
*Please note, water test kits will be available just inside the first main door for pick up
and drop off. Due to physical distancing restrictions, the second door will be locked and
staff at ALS Waterloo are not available to answer any questions.
If you have any questions about the water testing process or your results, please call the
Region of Waterloo at 519-575-4400.

Council approves Financial Flexibility
for those that need it
On March 26, 2020, Woolwich Township Council approved immediate financial flexibility
for residents and businesses for the months of April and May 2020, including:
• Waiving penalties and interest on property taxes,
• Waiving late payment charges on utility bills and miscellaneous receivable invoices,
• Waiving NSF (non-sufficient funds) fees charged by the Township on customer
accounts, and
• Suspend transferring Water & Wastewater accounts in arrears to Property Tax accounts.
Current due dates will remain as is and no changes are being made to these dates.
The approved actions are meant to give customers that need it additional time to make
payments on both their property tax and utility accounts. Through these actions property
owners and utility customers can continue to pay in full or if need be, partial payments,
without being penalized.
Customers can continue to make payments through a Pre-Authorized Payment Plan,
online banking, by mail or by the payment box located at the Maple Street side of the
Township Administration Building located at 24 Church Street West in Elmira.

Local Business Resources
Local business are hiring. Check out findyourjob.ca to find local jobs in Woolwich
Township. See who’s hiring on-line today!
In response to COVID-19, the Township’s economic development focus has shifted to:
• helping local businesses access Federal and Provincial financial aids;
• promoting local businesses that are still available or offer online service; and
• monitoring the economic impact to support Council decisions.
For more information or for assistance accessing resources, contact the Township at
519-669-1647 and ask to speak with the Economic Development & Tourism Officer or
contact EconomicDevelopment@woolwich.ca.

Ontario Business Information
For questions about the Provincial order to close at-risk businesses including questions
about which businesses are essential, please contact the Stop the Spread Business
Information Line at: 1-888-444-3659.
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R E A L E STAT E S E RV I C E S
Tina Torok

Sales Representative

519-885-0200
Cell: 519-500-0940

Independently Owned and Operated

Solid Gold Realty (II) Ltd., Brokerage

BROKERAGE

3 Arthur St. S., Elmira
519-669-5426

R.W. THUR
REAL ESTATE LTD.
45 Arthur St. S., Elmira
www.thurrealestate.com

BRAD MARTIN
Broker of Record,
MVA Residential
Res: 519.669.1068

JULIE
HECKENDORN
Broker

Very desirable location amongst executive style homes. Still owned by the
original owner. 3+ bdrm raised bungalow – approx. 1,500 sq. ft. Updated
kitchen & dining area & main bathroom
with air tub. Finished rec & games room
w/gas FP. 3 pc bath, 4thbdrm& hobby/
laundry room. Spacious principle rooms.
Most windows updated. DEVELOPMENT
POTENTIAL – potential for a wooded lot
severance. Call for details. New MLS

255 CONESTOGO LAKE
Relax & enjoy the peaceful setting in
this log cabin/cottage. Great location
– located near a well travelled road –
close to Drayton. Open concept main
floor kitchen/dining area & living space
w/woodstove. 3 pc. bathroom. 4 bdrms
upstairs. Living space has sliding doors
over-looking the yard & water. Detached
garage – 14’ x 22’ w/loft for storage. Furnishings incl. Leased land. MLS

$399,900

suefrom17@gmail.com

Twin City Realty Inc., Brokerage
Independently Owned and Operated

COMING SOON IN HEIDELBERG
Well maintained 2 storey house on
100’x175’ lot with double garage &
pool for $880,000.
3 bedrooms, 3 bath, finished basement,
lots of extra parking beside garage,
fenced lot, new paint, hot tub and
quick closing possible.
Please call for details.

allibauman17@gmail.com

$880,000

22-B Church Street East, Elmira

Contact us by email: mildred@thefreyteam.com

Len Frey

Property Manager
Call or text

Mildred
Frey
President
Call or text

Cell 519-741-6368 Cell 519-741-6970

www.thefreyteam.com
FOR LEASE

1,200 SQ.FT. OF COMMERICAL
OR OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE

JULY 1ST, 2020

17 Church St. W., Elmira:
Gross lease of $1600 monthly plus
heat and hydro and HST.
Call Mildred or Len Frey at
519-741-6970

 MAC N' SLEEZE: Online's the only option for playing live just now
FROM 17

CALL FOR YOUR

FREE MARKET EVALUATION

Move in ready, 5 year old 1,850 sq. ft. custom
built "Duimering" home on the outskirts of
Drayton. Many interior feat. including open
concept floor plan, 9 ft. ceilings, corner
pantry, natural gas fireplace in the living room
with tray ceiling and spac ground fl
laundry/mud room combo. Master bed boasts
a walk in closet and custom en suite
washroom. The unfinished, fully insul bsmt
has in floor heat & a walk up to the oversized
garage. Insulated garage can fit 2 vehicles,
lots of toys, with an add overhead door at the
rear of the garage. Front porch with an
elevated view over the terraced landscaping,
rear stamped concrete patio to enjoy the
afternoon sun overlooking the adjacent
greenspace. #30800759 $739,900

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
CALL DIRECT

226-750-9332 519-577-6248

There's no
place like
home. And
you can find
one here.

5 BOBOLINK PLACE, ELMIRA

$849,000

Alli Bauman

Cell: 519.588.7562

LET OUR 60+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE WORK FOR YOU!

NEW LISTING

Sue From

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
CALL DIRECT

SELLING? CALL US FOR A
FREE MARKET EVALUATION.

Oﬃce:

519-669-2772

Email: tinatorok@rogers.com
www.tinatorok.com

about drinking and
having fun with
your friends. And

A piece of history, with a modern flair. Known
for years as "Moore's Castle". 3 bedroom
home undergone tasteful renos while
preserving the character. 10'9' ceiling heights,
curved wooden stair case and floor to ceiling
wood burning fireplace. Original home has
been supplemented this with a single storey
addition designed to be an inlaw/guest suite
with 3 pc ensuite. Ground floor laundry,
walkin closet in master bedroom, kitchen
island and attached single car garage. Walk
out the patio door onto the south facing
covered patio that overlooks the expansive 1/3
acre lot, landscaping and gazebo as well as
the adjacent rolling farmland. All this is
located on a quiet, low traffic street.
#30800448
$464,900

This home is being constructed in a quiet
neighborhood by a well established Tarion
Registered builder. The open concept home
offers principal rooms with a "wishbone"
cathedral ceiling and an abundance of
windows that create a welcoming and
comfortable space. Other features of this
home include an oversized kitchen island,
granite counter tops, custom cabinets,
coffered ceiling in the master bedroom, walk
in closet and ensuite washroom with separate
shower and soaker tub. With over 450 sq. ft.
of covered porches there is plenty of room to
relax outdoor as well. June occupancy
available. #30784866 $724,900

we wrote a song
about wanting
snacks.”
Within the group
there are four songwriters, though
there is surprisingly
little clashing.
“We usually bring
it forward. And
it’s, like, ‘here’s my
song, these are the
chords,’ and then
just let everyone
else write their own
parts,” explained
McDusa. “But every
now and then there
are those times
where it’s like, ‘oh,
it’d be cool if we did
this-and-this part,’

throwing in little
ideas and try and
build it a bit together.”
The variety of
writing makes for a
diversity of sounds,
perhaps making
their music accessible to a wider
audience. McDusa
and Adams recommend starting off
by listening to their
track Doodoo or one
of Caleb’s tracks for
someone more interested in rap.
A much easier way
to dive into their
music would be to
“come to a show and

come party” they
say, “but we can’t do
that,” acknowledging the lockdown.
To pass the time,
members of the
band who live together have been
jamming, playing
covers. They have
also taken part in
a couple of live
streams to make up
for the concert environment they are
missing from their
lives, an experience
that Adams calls
strange. “Yeah, it’s
definitely weird – a
little getting used
to playing into a

corner right? You’re
just screaming into
a corner as though
there was someone
listening to you.
Yeah, it’s weird.”
That said, it’s the
closest to a live performance available
to bands just now,
and perhaps for
months to come.
The new albums,
“3 of the Sleeze
in Quarantine.” is
available to stream
on the band’s Spotify. Live stream information can also
be found on the Mac
N’ Sleeze Facebook
page.

IN SUPPORT OF NOVA SCOTIA

20 acres with 550 feet of lake shoreline.
2500 ft.² 4-bdrm home, log, stone and timber
frame constr. Oversized principal rooms,
great room with cathedral ceiling and
floor-to-ceiling stone fireplace. Large deck
with hot tub and screened gazebo. Stone
workshop/garage. Enjoy tax relief from
participation in voluntary conservation
program and offset your electricity costs by
participation in voluntary solar program.
$899,000 #30803024

Independently Owned & Operated

Coldwell Banker
WIN Realty
Brokerage

519.323.3022
1.800.354.6795

This Clifford home is being constructed by the
award-winning builder, W. Schwindt & Sons.
This quality constructed semi-detached home
includes many upgraded features. Unit
features 1210 sq.ft., on main floor plus
finished basement. 2+1 bedrooms,3 bath incl
ensuite, 9 ft ceilings, main floor laundry,
maple kitchen, basement has in-floor heat
roughed in. Projected occupancy for summer
of 2020. Price includes net HST. $406,900
*not exactly as shown* (unit #7 #30781465)
(unit #9 #30781410)

2.33 acre lot with a range of permitted uses is
this 14 year old 5,076 sq. ft. indust/comm
building. The 90 ft. long building has drive in
- drive out capability with two 14 ft. x 16 ft.
doors located at each end. The building is
equipped with a 3 phase 400 amp, 600 volt
electrical service, floor drains with oil
separator and an ext length pit. There are 2
aux tarp buildings 50 ft. x 50 ft. This property
is situated in an industrial park with easy
access onto Highway 6. Potential leaseback of
outbuildings. $1,100,000 #30780582

Bill
Nelson

Brett
Parker

Drew
Nelson

519.323.4660

519.323.9447

519.509.5054

Sharon
Wenger

Jessica
McFarlane

Brian
Padfield

519.509.2525

519.323.8109

519.323.1906

Broker of Record

Sales Rep.

Broker

Sales Rep.

Broker

Sales Rep.

153 Main St. S., Mount Forest • www.coldwellbanker.ca

The McKee family erected a display outside of their First Street home in Elmira to commemorate those killed in the
recent shooting in Nova Scotia, along with three members of the Canadian Armed Forces from that province who died
SUBMITTED
in the helicopter crash near Greece. They have a son and other family living in Antigonish.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

THOMPSON’S

Auto Tech Inc.
Providing the latest technology
to repair your vehicle with
accuracy and confidence.

GENERAL SERVICES

CALL
TO BOOK
TODAY.
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ARE A

SPECIALTY,
NOT A SIDE LINE.

Farm • Auto • Truck
Industrial
On-The-Farm Service

519-669-4400

Visit our website!
countrymilebl.com

35 Howard Ave., Elmira

30 ORIOLE PKWY. E., ELMIRA

HOME IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

519-669-3232

Save you

1011 Industrial Crescent
St. Clements | 519-699-5411
www.LetUsFloorYou.ca

Elmira, ON

ALMA, ONTARIO | PHONE: 519.846.5427

FREE

INSTALLATION
When you buy
3 or more

Hours:
M-F 8:30 - 5:30
Sat 9:00 - 3:00

Evenings By
Appointment

GENERAL SERVICES

Since 1998

Murray & Daniel Shantz

by Elite or Mera

In home consultations
Wide selection of styles & fabrics

HOME IMPROVEMENT

•Final grading
•Lawn repair & complete seeding well
equipped for large stoney areas
•Spike Aerator/Overseeding
•Natural & Interlocking Stone
•Retaining Walls, Walks & Patios
•Help for Top Water & Drainage issue

Blinds

The Right Window
Treatment Can

IN-STORE SERVICES

MarCrest
Backhoe
• Residential • Commercial
• Industrial

Septic Installations · Tile Repairs
Small Footings · Silo Footings

Randy Weber

ECRA/ESA Licence # 7000605

Maynard Martin

www.rwelectricltd.com

2512 Kressler Road RR1
St. Clements, ON N0B 2M0

18 Kingfisher Dr., Elmira | 519.669.1462

Tel. 519-699-0507

• Window & Screen Repairs
• Glass & Plexi Cutting
• Key Cutting
• Knife & Scissor Sharpening
• Lawnmower Blade Sharpening
• Paint Colour Matching
• Interior Design Consultation
• Bike Repair
22 Church St. W., Elmira

519-669-5537

STORE HOURS:
M-W 8-6, TH-F 8-8, SAT 8-6, SUN 12-5

HOME IMPROVEMENT SERVICES
COMMERCIAL • RESIDENTIAL

“25 years in Business”

ST. JACOBS

GLASS SYSTEMS INC.
1553 King St. N.,
St. Jacobs, ON N0B 2N0

• Store Fronts
• Thermopanes
• Mirrors
• Screen Repair
• Replacement Windows
• Shower Enclosures
• Sash Repair
TEL:

519-664-1202 / 519-778-6104
FAX: 519 664-2759 • 24 Hour Emergency Service

CONSTRUCTION INC.
info@trappconstruction.ca
www.trappconstruction.ca

(519) 569-0772
• Commercial & Industrial
General Contracting
• Specializing in Concrete
Work & Excavation
• Retaining Walls

•
•
•
•

Stamped Coloured Concrete
Demolition
Bin Service
Machine Bases

Concrete Breaking & Removal

Driveways • Sidewalks • Curbs
Patios • Finished Floors • Retaining
Walls • Steps • Decorative/Stamped
and Coloured Concrete
www.marwilconcrete.ca

519-577-0370

HOME IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

AMOS
INC

R O O F I N G

- Design and build -

AGRICULTURAL | RESIDENTIAL
FRAMING • ROOFING
RENOVATIONS • EAVESTROUGHS

Wayne Martin | 519-504-2016
darwayconstruction@icloud.com | Alma, ON

• Specializing in residential re-roofs
• Repairs • Churches
A Family owned and operated business serving KW,
Elmira and surrounding area for over 35 years.

WORKMANSHIP GUARANTEED

519.501.2405 | 519.698.2114
In Business since 1973 • Fully Insured

We support our
Community.

Visit our website

www.biobobs.com
519-648-3004

or

800-232-6396

KITCHEN, BATH & WINDOW FASHIONS

Blinds, shades, drapery & more • Custom cabinetry made in Canada
Free In-home consultations • Our experienced designer will help you
work within your personal taste and budget

Call someone you can trust - your local Home Hardware
Popular Brands Available

BLANCO, MAAX, MIROLAN, STEEL QUEEN

CALL JAYME FOR YOUR FREE ESTIMATE.

HOME IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

or call today!

DESIGN CENTRE

Call us at:
or visit us at:

22 Church St. W., Elmira

Tel: 519-669-5537 or 1-844-866-5537
STORE HOURS: M-F: 8-8, SAT 8-6, SUN 10-5

John Schaefer
Painting
FREE
ESTIMATES
Interior/exterior
Painting,
Wallpapering &
Plaster | drywall
Repairs

519-503-6033 (CELL)
519-669-2251

36 Hampton St., Elmira

GENERAL SERVICES

THIS
SPACE
IS FOR
RENT

Custom Grading
YardS
Laneways
RegraveLling
Lawrence Martin
St.Clements, On • 519-699-4138

Various
sizes & rates

CLEAN • DRY • SECURE
Call

519-669-4964

100 SOUTH FIELD DRIVE, ELMIRA
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F A M I LY A L B U M
OBITUARY

BIRTHDAY

OBITUARY

OBITUARY

John and Alice Basler
May 10, 2020

Happy 85th
Birthday
Dad!
Happy
Mother’s
Day, Mom!
Drive by &
honk at
34 William
St., Elmira
With Love From Your Family
Debra, Donna and John, Bonnie and Mark
and grandchildren Paloma, Corrin and Kara

BIRTHDAY

Happy 75th Birthday
Shirley Merlihan!

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Love your whole family

OBITUARY

Martin, Owen M.
Passed away at St. Mary’s General Hospital, Kitchener, on Saturday, May 2,
2020, at the age of 76. Husband of the
late Edna (Martin) Martin. A private
family interment took place.

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

Standring, Megan Elizabeth

Reist, Sarah Edith

Ertel, Reta

With deepest sadness and heavy
hearts, we announce the passing of
Megan Elizabeth Standring (nee Marritt) of Keene, Ontario (formerly Glen
Allan, Ontario) in her 66th year from
cancer. Beloved wife, friend and partner in life of Ian Standring; adored
mother of Christian and Kathleen
Standring. She is survived by her
sisters, Ann Wallace and family of
Ayr, Ontario, and Patricia Skelton and
family of London, Ontario, and her
younger brother Scott Marritt and
family of Nanaimo, B.C. Predeceased
by her parents, Ted and Louise Marritt
of London, Ontario, sister Robin Kowal
of Penticton B.C. and older brother
Mike Marritt of Kelowna, B.C. Megan
is also survived by members of her
extended family, in-laws and many
beloved nieces and nephews.

Peacefully passed away on Friday, May
1, 2020 at Barnswallow Place Care Community, Elmira, at the age of 78. Wife
of the late Elam Reist (2016). Mother of
Robert “Reg” Reist and the late Richard Reist (1997). Edith is remembered
by her brother Paul (Jane) Grosz, sister
Diane (Wayne) Daub, nieces and nephews. Predeceased by her parents John
and Leah (Bauman) Grosz. A private
family service was held on Wednesday,
May 6, 2020 at the Dreisinger Funeral
Home. As expressions of sympathy,
donations to Barnswallow Place Resident Council or Alzheimer Society
would be appreciated.

Passed away peacefully at Grand River
Hospital on Friday, May 1, 2020 at the
age of 89 years. Beloved wife for 36
years of the late Claude Ertel (1986).

Megan began her career life as a Police
Officer with the Waterloo Regional
Police Service (WRPS), notably hired
as one of the first five uniformed
female officer’s with the Service, and
later becoming an instructor in policing. Megan will miss quiet days spent
fishing on the lake with her husband
and children, her much-loved dogs,
and playing the clarinet with the New
Horizons band of Peterborough. Megan will be greatly missed by a loving
circle of many friends, family and
others who appreciated her quick wit
and personal determination. We will
forever remember her by the sparkle
in her eye.
Arrangements entrusted to the Henry
Walser Funeral Home, 507 Frederick
Street, Kitchener, 519-749-8467. A private graveside service and interment
will be held at Glen Allan Cemetery on
Friday, May 15, 2020.
As expressions of sympathy, donations
to the Tourette’s Syndrome Foundation of Canada are greatly appreciated
(cards available at the funeral home).
Visit www.henrywalser.com
for Megan’s memorial.

OBITUARY

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com
OBITUARY

Frey, Martha (Brubacher)
1935 - 2020
Passed away suddenly on Monday,
May 4, 2020 at Listowel Memorial Hospital, at the age of 85. Beloved wife, for
64 years, of Henry Frey of Wallenstein.
Mother of Mrs. Verna Bauman of Listowel, Dorothy and Walter Brubacher
of West Montrose, Lester and Marlene
Frey of Wallenstein, Grace Frey of Linwood, Ruth Ann and Duane Horst of
Foresters Falls. Survived by 32 grandchildren and 45 great-grandchildren.
Sister of Mrs. Melinda Brubacher and
sister-in-law of Mrs. Mary Ann Frey,
Lovina and Amos Martin, Sarah and
Oscar Martin, David and Doreen Frey.
Predeceased by her parents Osiah and
Veronica (Weber) Brubacher, daughter
Marie Frey (2012), son-in-law Edgar
Bauman (2009), a great-grandson, four
brothers, five sisters, seven brothersin-law, and four sisters-in-law. Private
viewing by invitation was held on
Wednesday, May 6, 2020 at the Dreisinger Funeral Home, Elmira. Private
family graveside service and burial
took place on Thursday, May 7, 2020 at
Fair Haven Mennonite Meeting House.

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com
Martin, Lewis

December 22, 2001 – May 1, 2020
Passed away suddenly as the result of
a roadside accident on Friday, May 1,
2020, at the age of 18. Lewis was the
youngest son of Maynard and Erma
(Brubacher) Martin of RR 1, Elora.
Brother of Lawrence and Marie Martin
of RR 1, Elora, Lowell and Karen Martin of RR 1, Elora, Lucille and Murray
Martin of RR 2, Elmira, Lorraine and
Wayne Martin of RR 2, Drayton, Carol
and Marvin Martin of RR 4, Elmira,
Eric Martin and Linda Martin both at
home. Grandson of Melinda Martin of
RR 1, Elmira and Lucinda Brubacher
of RR 2, Elmira. Uncle of seven nieces
and two nephews. Remembered by his
many aunts, uncles, and cousins. He
was predeceased by his grandfathers
Ervin S. Martin and Lester Brubacher.
Private family visitation has taken
place. Private family interment and
service was held at Creek Bank Mennonite Meeting House.

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com

DEATH NOTICES

CURZON, HAROLD HERBERT - It is with heavy
hearts, we announce the sudden passing of
Harold Curzon, who resided at Barnswallow
Place Care Community, Elmira, on Tuesday,
April 28, 2020, at the age of 95 years.
DELONG, FREDERICK - Fred passed away

peacefully at Barnswallow Place in Elmira in
his 93rd year with his beloved wife of 67 years,
Dorothy (Kuhn), by his side.
MARTIN, RUTH ELIZABETH - Peacefully after
a long and courageous battle with cancer on
Friday, May 1, 2020 in Elmira.
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Dear mother of her daughter Sharon
(Paul) Hergott, sons Dennis (Kathleen), Kevin (Cheryl), grandchildren
Chad (Sara) Ertel and Nicole (Ryan)
Gerber and Ryne and Kyleigh Ertel
and 3 great grandchildren.
Predeceased by her parents Philip and
Emma (nee Zaunder) Miller, sister
Hilda (Don) Dietrich and brothers
Arnold (Laurie) and Robert Miller. Survived by brother Edwin (Adele) Miller
and sisters-in-law Marg Miller (John
Steele) and Mary Ertel.
Reta was an active member of St. Clements RC Church and an honorary
member of the St. Clements Christian
Mothers Society. She enjoyed playing
cards with the Golden Years Card Club.
She was an avid quilter and enjoyed
going to watch her grandkids in their
sporting events. We want to thank the
staff of St. Jacobs Place Retirement
Home for their excellent care and support of Mom where she spent her last
4 years. Also, a special thank you to
Grand River 5A staff for the care and
comfort during the last few days of her
life.
A private visitation was held at the Erb
and Good Family Funeral Home and
a private graveside service took place
at St. Clement’s RC Cemetery, St. Clements with Father Ireneusz Koziak as
officiant. A Memorial Mass to celebrate
Reta’s life will be celebrated at a future
date.
In lieu of flowers, donations to the St.
Clements Church Building Fund may
be arranged through the Erb & Good
Family Funeral Home, 171 King St. S.,
Waterloo at www.erbgood.com or
519-745-8445
OBITUARY

Sauder, Cleason B.
Peacefully passed away on Sunday, May
3, 2020 at Rockwood Terrace, Durham,
at the age of 89. Beloved husband of
Louida (Martin) Sauder of Priceville.
Dear father and father-in-law of Esther
and Henry Enns of LaCrete, Alberta,
Delbert and Sara Plett of Horndean,
Manitoba, Seleda and Daniel Gerber of
Priceville, and Mary and Darren Cook
of Durham. Lovingly remembered
by his 28 grandchildren and 50 greatgrandchildren. Brother and brotherin-law of Ivan Sauder of Waterloo,
Aden and Lucinda Sauder of St. Jacobs,
and Elam H. Martin of Mattheson.
Predeceased by his parents Henry B.
and Lydia (Brubacher) Sauder, daughter
Eileen Plett, three great-grandchildren
in infancy, sister Saloma Martin, and
sister-in-law Malinda Sauder. A drivepast viewing will take place Friday,
May 8, 2020 from 1-4 p.m. at Calvary
Conservative Mennonite Church, 5064
Arthur St. N., RR 1, Elmira. A private
family interment will follow at 4 p.m. in
the adjoining cemetery.

www.dreisingerfuneralhome.com
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HOSPITAL OVERFLOW

PARKS STILL CLOSED
Be involved in community activities,
events & support local initiatives. Tell
us about what's happening and about
the people in your neighbourhood.
Online: ads.observerxtra.com/tips

While there has been some easing of coronavirus
measures, all municipal cultural, recreational and
leisure facilities including playgrounds, sports fields,
dog parks, basketball and tennis courts, park shelters
and skateboard parks remain closed until at least
June 30. The list also includes all GRCA parks and
trails, including Snyder’s Flats Conservation Area,
West Montrose Covered Bridge and Mill Race Trail.

Waterloo Region and Guelph-Wellington hospitals
have secured use of RIM Park as part of COVID-19
pandemic planning. The agreement with the City
of Waterloo will ensure hospitals have the capacity
needed if the number of COVID19 patients exceed the
spaces available in hospitals.

NEW ON THE MENU

Cooking up a new direction in life

A recipe for change as Elmira’s Ken Armstrong exits the computer room for some time in the kitchen
BY DAMON MACLEAN

DMACLEAN@woolwichobserver.com

After 20 years in IT, Ken
Armstrong decided he
needed a change in his life.
Along with moving back to
Elmira three years ago, he
switched from digital to a
decidedly analog career:
cooking.
Not, of course, that there
isn’t some technology involved, as he’s taken his
passion online, too, something that’s in keeping with
the times just now.
The big change stemmed
from something of a feeling
of dread in his life.
“The last job I had spent
nine years at the company,
and it was getting to that
point where it got very monotonous – it was going nowhere, fast. A lot of things
started changing, and it got
to the point where I knew
it was time for a change. I
decided to resign from the
job, and that's when I got
back into cooking,” he explained.
Armstrong began to
build a small following
around YouTube videos
he made even before returning to culinary school.
Most of his fan base and
family know him by the
name Unkle Teddybear a
name that Armstrong has
had for the past 15 years.
“I actually got the name
from my nieces and nephews. I really embraced it
even though I am the guy,
and you'd look at me and
think that I'm a biker – I
have a shaved head, long
goatee, piercing, tattoos
and things like that – if you
didn't know me.”
One of Armstrong's

Mom’s
breakfast
made
simple

B

reakfast in bed is a
Mother’s Day staple. Also common
is a big mess in the kitchen
for someone – i.e. mom – to
clean up later on. Why not
keep it simple? That’s precisely the idea with the Egg
and Veggie Scramble.
Loaded with veggies,
this egg scramble comes
together quickly and easily
to make a tasty meal. Serve
with whole grain toast or
roll this scramble up into a
small whole grain tortilla
to take this breakfast onthe-go.
As a bonus given the
extra hurdles to shopping
these days, this recipe is
perfect for using up produce that is starting to wilt
in your fridge. Chop up
any vegetables you have
on hand such as tomatoes,
spinach, or broccoli to use
them before they spoil.
Like some extra spice?
Add a dollop of salsa on
top of these cooked eggs
or sprinkle 1/4 tsp. of paprika and 1/4 tsp. cayenne
instead of the black pepper
while cooking.

Ken Armstrong, aka Unkle Teddybear, has taken his culinary skills to an online platform,
in keeping with the situation.
[DAMON MACLEAN]

friends also embraced the
name and made him a shirt
that says Unkle Teddybear
on it: a Care Bear with a
punisher skull on it.
The name carried on
through his time at Liaison
College in Kitchener, a culinary course he wrapped up
last December.
Following the completion of his program, Armstong describes the new
journey as a funny story. “I
was trying to get into the
Petro-Canada here in town
where there used to be a
shawarma place.”

Armstrong's goal was to
open an East Coast donair
takeout spot.
“My family is from the
East Coast, so we know
quite a bit about that type
of food,” Armstrong said,
noting he wanted to go
back to his roots and run a
traditional fast food operation. “In this area … there
is a big East Coast population. With the summer
coming, we have the campgrounds around town –
they were going to be open,
and then all of a sudden
the world went to hell.”

Since
the novel
coronavirus
interrupted
Armstrong's
plan,
he’s
become
more active
online,
making
even more
YouTube
videos.
COOKING | 24
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To all the ladies that have played a mother figure
role, we are so thankful for your sacrifice. We
appreciate your unconditional love and support.

You are truly an inspiration.

Happy Mother’s Day!

Two locations in Elmira to serve you better

20 Oriole Parkway E. | 47 Industrial Drive

Tel: (519) 669-1082

www.leroysautocare.net
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COMMUNITY EVENTS CALENDAR

 CHEF'S TABLE: Making it quick and
simple is a good idea for breakfast
minutes stirring often until they
are tender. If the vegetables
release too much liquid, try increasing the heat to high for the
last minute until the moisture
evaporates.

FROM 23

Egg and Veggie
Scramble
TUESDAY, MAY 19
 LONELINESS. THE IMPACT ON OUR HEALTH AND WAYS TO
reach out and connect. Brought to you by Woolwich
Community Health Centre, 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on Zoom. Email
and we invite you to a presentation online gberihun@wchc.

“A GOOD JOB DONE EVERY TIME”

Kleensweep
Carpet Care

Rugs and
Upholstery

Free Community Volunteer Income Tax
Program for those living in Woolwich Township
and northern Wellesley Township who have a
limited-income. If you would like an appointment
please call our office to book: 519-669-5139. We
practicing physical distancing.

•Mattress Cleaning
•Residential
•Commercial
•Personalized Service
•Free Estimates
West Montrose, ON

T. 519.669.2033

COLLEEN

Cell: 519.581.7868

Truck &
Trailer
Maintenance
Cardlock
Fuel
Management

COMMERCIAL 24
CARDLOCK
FUEL DEPOT HOUR
M&G
MILLWRIGHTS LTD.
• Design
• Installation
• Custom Fabrication

MATERIAL HANDLING
& PROCESSING SYSTEMS

519.669.5105
1540 FLORADALE ROAD
P.O. BOX 247, ELMIRA

www.mgmill.com

NANCY
KOEBEL

Bus: 519.744.5433
Home: 519.747.4388

Freedom 55 Financial is a
division of The Canada Life
Assurance Company

Individual life insurance, mortgage insurance,
business insurance, employee benefits programs,
critical illness insurance, disability coverage,

RRSPs, RESPs, RRIFs, LIFs and Annuities.
652 Waterbury Lane, Waterloo
24-HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

TOTAL
HOME ENERGY SYSTEMS

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

YOUR OIL, PROPANE,
NATURAL GAS AND
AIR CONDITIONING EXPERTS
VERMONT
Castings

11 HENRY ST. - UNIT 9, ST. JACOBS

519.664.2008

Woolwich Residents Support
Fund: COVID-19 relief
On April 4, 2020, Woolwich Mayor Sandy Shantz
launched the Woolwich Residents Support Fund
(WRSF) on behalf of Woolwich Township Council.
The WRSF will initially address the anticipated
unprecedented needs that many Woolwich residents
will experience due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
However, the WRSF will continue to address ongoing
needs experienced by Woolwich residents long after
the pandemic has ended.
In general, the fund will provide one-time
financial support to an applicant. However, we
realize that no two cases are the same. Unique
situations may require further support that
otherwise would not be accessible for the ongoing
needs of the individual.
Prior to an applicant drawing from the WRSF,
the Fund Review Committee will access other
community services and funds that may be able to
support and/or provide for the individual.
While eligibility practices and an application
process are in place, it should be noted that in
unique, complex, crisis and acute circumstances
funds may be provided at the discretion of the Fund
Review Committee, assuming the core criteria of the
fund are met.
“What a great example of the barn-raising
spirit that has always existed in Woolwich,” said
Mayor Shantz about the Fund during her video
announcement on what would have been the Elmira
Maple Syrup Festival day.

Vacuum Sales,

Repairs

All Makes & Models

9 Church St. E., Elmira

519-669-8362

elmiravacuum@gmail.com

Monday - Friday, 9am-5:30pm

Access to the Fund is available by contacting:
1.
Community Care Concepts of Woolwich,
Wellesley and Wilmot
2. Woolwich Community Services
3. Woolwich Counseling Centre
4. Woolwich Community Health Centre
Fund Administrator: Woolwich Community Services

you can trust.

SHARON GINGRICH 519.291.6763 | psgingrich@hotmail.ca

3. Reduce heat to medium-low
and pour the egg mixture
over the vegetables. Continue
cooking, without stirring, for 3
minutes or until the eggs start
to set. Use a heatproof spatula
or wooden spoon and gently
push the egg and vegetable
mixture towards the centre of
the pan and fold over, forming
large pieces.

1. In a medium bowl, beat
together the eggs, milk and
ground black pepper with a
fork. Set aside.

4. Continue gently folding the
eggs until they are cooked
through, about 3-5 minutes
more. Remove from heat and
serve immediately.

2. Add oil to a medium 10-inch
non-stick skillet and heat on
medium heat. Add the mixed
vegetables and cook for 2-3

 COOKING: Looking to whip up
creations that get just the right
response from his audience
21 Industrial Dr., Elmira
519.669.2884 | martinselmira.com

Education and Treatment

Your First Step to
Better Hearing

519-669-9919
charlene@bauerhearing.com
25 Industrial Drive, Elmira

MACHINE WORKS INCORPORATED

FROM 23

he says means the world
to him.
“Cooking makes me feel
great, especially when I
make something and I
take it to people, whether
it be my wife or the people she works with, and
they take a bite of it, and
they have that look on
their face where it’s ‘Oh
my God, what did I just
eat?’ But it's a good look. I
love that look on people’s
faces.”
Among his favourite
recipes are meals or treats
that his friends haven't
had since childhood. His
favourite dish to make is
cheesecake.
To discover Unkle Teddy Bears tutorial-style
cooking and baking videos, as well as links to his
blogs and other social
media accounts, visit the
website unkleteddybear.com.

“I've been basically trying to build up my base
on YouTube. Instagram
has been blowing up like
fireworks. As we speak, I
am presently editing five
videos.”
Armstrong usually
makes one video each
week, but he’s doubled
that output.
In addition to his YouTube videos, Armstrong
intends to create a podcast that focuses on the
culinary world. His group
will examine food trends,
such as the recent popularity of food trucks and
diets. The other two hosts
are classmates from Armstrong's college, though
they’ve yet to work out the
details.
At the heart of his activities is cooking, a passion
O B S E RV E R S U D O K U

33 Industrial Dr., Elmira 519.669.1591

Woolwich Township Ward 1 Councillor

How can I
help you?

Donations to the WRSF may be mailed to
Woolwich Community Services, 5 Memorial Ave.,
Elmira, ON N3B 2P6 or through the website on the
WCS Donate page.

Elmira & Surrounding Area

Saturday, 9am-3pm

Quality & Service

Fund Review Committee:
Kelly Christie – Executive Director,
Woolwich Community Services
Cathy Harrington – Executive Director,
Community Care Concepts

It’s time to call
your Welcome
Wagon Hostess.

•

SANYO CANADIAN

Additional information:

New to the Community?
Do you have a new Baby?

Service
Se

6 eggs
1/4 cup skim milk
1/4 tsp. ground black pepper
1 tsp. canola oil
1-1/2 cups mixed frozen or
fresh vegetables such as
onions, bell peppers, mushrooms








 

519.514.6051

Woolwich

Healthy
Communities
healthywoolwich.org

The place to
get involved.
• Volunteer Opportunities
• Projects & News
• Sub-Committee updates

 






pmerlihan@woolwich.ca

www.merlihan.com






 










HOW TO PLAY: Fill in the grid so that every row, every column and every
3x3 box contains the numbers 1 through 9 only once. Each 3x3 box is
outlined with a darker line. Numbers are preplaced to get you started.
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Staying Healthy
D U R I N G

Stay
Safe —

C O V I D -1 9

Lead The Way

Older Adults Have an Important Role to Play

Finding joy in a time of physical distancing
It is important to acknowledge the loss of things that seemed so normal just a
few months ago. Thankfully, these losses are only temporary.

Signs have been posted at community gardens such as this one at the Kiwanis House in Elmira.

[DAMON MACLEAN]

Community gardens
to open in the region
BY DAMON MACLEAN

dmaclean@woolwichobserver.com

Heading into planting
season, Ontarians can
now make use of community garden spaces, as the
provincial government
loosened coronavirus-related measures, amending
the Emergency Management and Civil Protection
Act.
Some restrictions remain in place however,
including maintaining
physical distancing and
the provision of sanitizing
materials. Still, the reopening of the community gardens was embraced
by municipalities in the
Region of Waterloo.
There are more than 80

community gardens in
the region, now cleared to
reopen ahead of growing
season. That said, the
area has been experiencing cooler-than-normal
temperatures and, now, a
polar vortex moving from
Nunavut into Ontario is
expected to bring some
snow with it.
Though community
members may be eager
to enhance their food
security by using the gardens, health officials urge
caution in exercising your
green thumbs.
“The Community Garden Council, in consultation with Public Health
staff, have worked to ensure a safe transition back
to operating these valued

spaces,” said the acting
medical officer of health
for the Region of Waterloo, Dr. Hsiu-Li Wang.
Some of these new
guidelines include allowing only volunteers to
access the gardens. Other
safety guidelines include
social distancing, installation of handwashing
stations, disinfection and
cleaning of tools, and to
self-isolate if one of the
volunteers shows any
symptoms of the virus.
The period of self-isolation is to be a standard 14
days.
Any shared tools
throughout the community gardens, including
gates, compost bins
GARDENS | 28

Virtual paint parties for
the social distancing artist
BY SEAN HEEGER

sheeger@woolwichobserver.com

It may not be business as
usual, but one local entrepreneur has put a spin on
a favourite night-out activity, simultaneously making it easier for people to
connect through artwork.
Carey McClement, owner of Lucy Pearlle Studio
and Vintage Market in
Wellesley, has started virtual paint parties, taking
the famed paint night and
bringing it into the social
distancing world of online.
The move was prompted
by the cancellation of all
the classes and parties
she’d booked, activities no
longer permitted under
regulations to combat the
spread of the novel coronavirus.
“When COVID-19 came
in place I was fully booked
for birthday parties and

different types of paint
classes and art classes
and whatnot in my event
space,” said McClement.
“So what I decided to do
was to kind of take a spin
on that (paint night) and I
started packaging all of the
supplies you would need
for those types of events
and then I deliver it to
your house and I do virtual
parties.”
She says because she
falls into the three per
cent of the population
that is not able to receive
assistance for her business
during this time –and
the Canada Emergency
Response Benefit was not
enough to allow her to
stop working – she needed
to find a way to pivot her
business into something
that worked during the
current social climate
brought on by the crisis.
Prior to this, she did

not really focus on the big
paint night parties that
have become popular over
the last few years. Instead
hers were smaller in scale,
focusing on birthdays,
families and corporate
events.
When COVID-19 first
hit and she was forced to
close her shop, McClement started making craft
boxes for kids as a way for
them to have something to
do while they’re at home
all day long. From there
it grew and in two weeks
she has sold more than
500 craft boxes. When
word got out about the
boxes, someone reached
out about doing the paint
parties.
Her process for preparing the paint party is for
the host to get in touch
with her and discuss a
price and the type of artPAINTING | 28

Rather than focus on the loss, think about opportunities to find joy:
 List the ways that your friends and family enrich your life
 Do what you can to support others
 Continue to nurture and draw on your faith and spirituality
 Make a list of what matters most in your life; ground yourself and find
strength in that
 Find a window with a view to take in the ‘outside world’.
Appreciate the nature around you.
 Take time to get some fresh air — open a window, sit on your
front porch, putter in the garden
 Begin and end your day with hopeful and positive thoughts

Looking for
information,
services or
support to help
you stay
healthy?

Contact Community Care Concepts at:

519-664-1900

|

1-855-664-1900

Wellesley Township Health Centre and
the Woolwich Community Health Centre

Open for Urgent
and Essential Care
Registered Patients — please call for an appointment

Wellesley Clinic:

St. Jacobs Clinic:

Mon-Fri 9-5, Tues & Thurs. 9-8

Mon-Fri 9-5

519-656-9025

Group, community
programs are resuming
virtually only.
Please check our website for
current information at:

www.wchc.on.ca

519-664-3794

Linwood
Nurse Practitioner
Clinic is closed.
Patients can contact
the Wellesley
location.

National Nursing Week is May 11-17
Thank you to our nurses working on
the frontlines to keep us all safe.
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Put on your Mae West, but try to avoid being a Chadband

Q. With astrophysicist
Chris Lintott, let us
praise those citizen scientists who answered the
call to join Galaxy Zoo in
2007. What vital function
did they perform?
A. In the mid-2000s,
Lintott needed to sort
through images of hundreds of thousands of
galaxies to gather samples
for his envisioned study,
but such a task would take
many months or more
for one person to do, and
computers weren’t up to
the challenge, says Erin
Wayman in “Science News”
magazine, drawing on
Lintott’s book “The Crowd
and the Cosmos.” Lintott
and his colleagues turned
to the public for help, asking volunteers to classify
galaxies by shape — spiral
or elliptical. On the first
day of launching Galaxy
Zoo, the website was so
overwhelmed that the

server hosting the images
crashed. Soon, though,
more than 70,000 image
classifications were coming
in every hour. Following
this success, Zooniverse
was born, letting anyone
participate in real science:
digitizing handwritten
records from research
ships, identifying animals
caught on camera, using
telescope data to find signs
of exoplanets.
Now, more than a decade
later, even with “smarter”
computers, Lintott believes
that citizen scientists can
still make contributions, especially noticing things rare
or unusual. For example,
in 2007, Hanny van Arkel
of the Netherlands found
a strange blob in an image
and implored scientists
to investigate. “Dubbed
Hanny’s Voorwerp (Dutch
for ‘object’), the blob is now
known to be a large gas
cloud still glowing after
being hit by a jet of radia-

tion from a nearby galaxy’s
black hole,” a likely indication that a now-quiet galaxy
was active not too long ago.
Q. What’s in a person’s
name? More than a
unique individual if
that person had a word
coined after them — an
“eponym.” Do you know
what these eponyms
mean: “Mae West,” “Adonic,” “Chadband,” “vandal”
and “nimrodize”?
A. Buxom beauty Mae
West — actress, singer and
playwright — has an inflatable life jacket named after
her, perhaps “from the
apparent resemblance of
an inflated vest to her large
bust,” says Anu Garg on his
“A.Word.A.Day” website. If
a man is called “Adonic,”
he should feel flattered
because Adonis was a very
handsome youth in Greek
mythology. And credit
Charles Dickens for creating Rev. Mr. Chadband,

who would not Nimrodize.”

BILL&RICH SONES
STRANGE BUT TRUE

a greedy preacher, in his
1853 novel “Bleak House”;
hence, a chadband is an
oily, hypocritical person.
Then, “vandal” is
coined after Vandals, a Germanic tribe that overran
Gaul, Spain and northern
Africa, and in 455 C.E.
sacked Rome. Commonly
used today, a vandal is “one
who willfully damages another’s property.” Finally,
“to behave like a tyrant”
is to “nimrodize,” named
after Nimrod, the Biblical
Noah’s great-grandson, a
hunter and evil tyrannical king. As Christopher
Brooke wrote in his 1872
poem: “And for a crowne

Q. These woody, perennial members of the plant
kingdom, with their
capacity to reduce atmospheric carbon, were vital to the evolution of life
on Earth. Much is known
about trees, but are you
familiar with fossil forests, trees as historians
and ghost trees?
A. The earliest forest in
the fossil record is roughly
385 million years old, with
primitive, fernlike clades of
trees as well as other species once thought to have
evolved millions of years
later, says Gemma Tarlach
in “Discover” magazine.
Trees are also great historians: “Even minor fluctuations in temperature,
precipitation and other
factors change cell size and
density in tree rings as they
form, allowing researchers to reconstruct ancient

climate patterns.”
As to ghost trees, researchers studying these
dead, upright tree trunks
clustered in tidal zones
in the Pacific Northwest
realized they were similar
to those in Alaska created
when a massive earthquake
caused coastal areas to
sink several feet and flood
with tree-killing saltwater.
Based on analysis of Washington and Oregon ghost
forests, it is now believed
that the area, considered
at low-to-moderate earthquake risk, may actually
produce megathrust earthquakes — the most powerful kind — about every 400
to 600 years. (It’s been 320
years since the last one,
which was big enough to
send a tsunami to Japan.)”
Bill is a journalist, Rich holds a
doctorate in physics. Together
the brothers bring you “Strange
But True.” Send questions to
sbtcolumn@gmail.com
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ACROSS
1. Intimidate, with “out”
5. Depth charge target
10. Alternative to a
convertible
15. Ablutionary vessel
16. Frightened
17. Ad headline
18. Went white
20. Garbage
21. ___ of time
22. Bedim
24. “Don’t ___!”
25. Can get leaky
27. Mound
29. Active
31. “___ he drove out of
sight...”
32. Depress, with “out”
35. Aussie “bear”
37. ___-guided
39. Cash Register
(abbrev)

41. Me oh __
42. South American
plains
45. Contents of some
cartridges
46. Art with stone, tile
or glass
48. Boris Godunov, for
one
51. Born, in bios
52. Red butt
53. Pipsqueak
55. Dweller on the Red
Sea
56. Cheapest fare on
a ship
57. He and she
59. Formally surrender
60. Oh, __! Haven’t I
seen you today already?
61. Mail place: Abbr.
63. Loafer, e.g.
64. Call to a mate

65. Bolted
DOWN
1. Dash
2. Q-Tip
3. Cry
4. Stream
5. I’m not saying aliens,
but ALIENS.
6. Come about
7. Blockheads
8. Women’s lingerie
store
9. ___ el Amarna, Egypt
11. Biblical birthright
seller
12. Word with belly or toe
13. Birch relative
14. Fit together
19. Dungeonlike
21. Approval
23. Study, say
25. Swiss capital
26. “Not on ___!” (“No

way!”)
28. Not professional or
specialized
30. A british accusation
33. “Once ___ a time...”
34. Affluent
36. “Not to mention ...”
38. C4H8O2, e.g.
40. Concur
43. Golden Triangle
country
44. Qualm
47. ___-Wan Kenobi
49. Salt water body
50. Cereal plant
52. Exist
53. From Me To __
54. Carve in stone
58. Expressing boredom
(2wrds)
62. A church mouse
63. TV transmission
(abbrev)
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WHEELCHAIR
ACCESSIBLE

NURSERY
PROVIDED

Elmira
Mennonite
Church

etails

315 Arthur St. S., Elmira | 519-669-5403

SUNDAY
SCHOOL

HEARING
ASSISTED

Worship: 9:30am

Mother’s Day
Tia Ruza (Lay Preacher)
Service moved on-line

58 Church St. W., Elmira • 519-669-5123

Take lots of
pictures, win
prizes, help a
local business.
Free online registration open now

ads.observerxtra.com/stronger-together

THEME CATEGORIES:

• Hometown Proud
• Love
• Minimalism | Isolation
• Pets
• Porch-rait
• Something Old
• Surrounded by Nature
• Togetherness

STRONGER-TOGETHER:

Contest runs from

May 1- June 27, 2020

Prizes for 1st, 2nd &
People’s Choice Voted by You.
Winners announced in July 2, 2020
edition of the Observer.
See online for official rules.
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Mother's
Day

VISIT US FOR

Giftware · Floral
Fresh Cut Flowers

315 Arthur St., S., ELMIRA

WE DELIVER
519-669-5403

CELEBRATE
YOUR MOM
ON SUNDAY
MAY 10TH

OPEN UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

Locally Owned
& Operated by

Doug &
Mary Lou Pagett

Annual

Mother’s Day Sale
FRI MAY 8 &
SAT MAY 9

10%
off ts

Baske

We Are
Open

Tropicals, Hibiscus,
Mandevilla & Palm Trees

PLUS

Strawberries avail.
mid June

J&N

ly

Jos

5982 Eighth Line E, Ariss
519.823.1995
Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-5, Sun closed

Call in orders & curbside pickup available.
*May not be exactly as shown

2191 Arthur St. N., Elmira, just before Florapine Road | 519-669-3154 | M-F 9-6 • Sat 8-5

Moer’s Day
Sale

COMPOST AND POTTING SOIL AVAILABLE

* Due to COVID-19 we will
be regulating the number
of customers in the
greenhouse and practicing
social distancing. Phone
orders will be accepted for
curbside pick up.

OPTEHNE
TO
PUBLIC

Friday, May 8th to
Saturday May 9th

10
OFF
On All Hanging Baskets
%

TO WATERLOO

NB
ER
G

TO ELMIRA
TRIBE RD

RD
.

8TH
LINE

.

TO ELORA

WOODLAWN ROAD

ISE

KATHERINE ST. N.

WE

SIDE RD. 10

519.846.2972

FOLLOW
THE SIGN

LINE 86
SIDE RD. 12

RR#1 West Montrose, 6158 Weisenberg Rd.

ARISS
WELLINGTON RD. 86

WOLLIS RD.

TO KITCHENER

We also carry: mulches, soils, shrubs, trees, many assorted annuals, roses, perennials & a variety of garden supplies.

Lorne & Wilma Bauman

CASH
ONLY

Flower
duce and
s
Pro
a
M
r
y
c
t
in & Fam
n
a
N
i
eph &

Due to COVID-19 regulations and for the safety
of our staff and customers we will be limiting
the number of people in the greenhouses and
will be encouraging social distancing.

Join us for our Annual
Annua

Summer Sausage • Honey
Brown Eggs • Maple Syrup
Fresh and Frozen Roasters

Assorted

ROCK GARDENS
Great Gift Idea!

Assorted Roses

$17ea

OR

2 for $30
Tropicals
HIBISCUS
BOUGAINVILLEA
PALM TREES
PASSION FLOWER

Boston Ferns
$17.50 ea OR

2 for $30

Open Mon. to Fri. 9am to 7pm • Sat. 9am to 6pm • Closed Sundays
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MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6 | SATURDAY 9-4

AN ARTISTIC THANK-YOU

OPEN AND
The driveway of a Nafziger Road, Wellesley, home sports a mural that offers a thank-you to frontline workers, as well as
businesses in Wellesley and New Hamburg. [SUBMITTED]

 PAINTING: Providing an outlet for artistic pursuits
FROM 25

work they’d like to do.
From there all the participants get in touch with
her to give their address so
the kit – which includes a
canvas, paint, brushes and
information on accessing
the video chat – can be delivered.
“When I deliver the boxes they’re all wrapped up
and they have an invite on

the top,” said McClement.
“So when we first get on
the call, I introduce them
to what the project is. So
other than the host – unless she’s shared it – the
guests don’t really know
what they’re in for; it’s like
a surprise.”
She says she plans on
hosting about two parties
per week and will continue
for as long as there’s inter-

est.
Eventually McClement
plans on expanding the
virtual paint parties to
outside the Woolwich and
Wellesley area by shipping
packages to participants.
She also plans on starting
virtual lessons on furniture
restoration.
She can be contacted at
carey@lucypearlle.ca or by
phone at 519-656-2727.

 GARDENS:
Distancing and
sanitizing rules
remain in place

call store to speak to a live associate for details 519.742.9188

Here’s how to get the products you need

1 Find the product(s) you want at s o u r c e f l o o r i n g . c o m
EVERYTHING ONLINE IS IN STOCK!
2 Call us at 519.742.9188 to place your order
3 Call us when you arrive & open your trunk!

FROM 25

and hand tools, must be
cleaned and sanitized. To
ensure the plots are used
only by assigned volunteers, signs will be posted
informing that the sites
are closed to the public.
“Community gardens
play a vital role in our
region. They provide residents with easy access
to healthy food, fresh
air and exercise, and I’m
so pleased to hear they
will be operating again,”
said regional Chair Karen
Redman in a statement
following the provincial
announcement.
The opening includes
a handful of spots in the
townships, with Mayor
Joe Nowak noting that, to
his knowledge, Wellesley
Township has only one
community garden, located outside of the village
of Wellesley on Gerber
Road.
“There are some regulations that they are going
to have to follow finalized
from public health,” he
said.
While the gardens are
reopening, officials stress
the importance of following the new rules. Those
failing to do so could be
asked to leave the plot or
potentially receive a fine.

S A M E DAY C U R B S I D E P I C K - U P
o r D E L I V E RY AVA I L A B L E

VINYL

VINYL

CLICK
VINYL PLANKS

$
FROM

TILE

1

6MM THICK

00
PER SQ FT

REG 3.99

FROM

We are offering a

FREE

LAMINATE

dwalton@greaterkwchamber.com

00
PER SQ FT

REG 3.99

$
WWW.

1

FROM

57

PER SQ FT

REG 3.99

1

$
FROM

HARDWOOD

12MM
THICK
LAMINATE

90 day trial!

EMAIL FOR DETAILS

1

$
BACKSPLASH

12” X24”
PORCELAIN
TILE

$

SPC CLICK
VINYL PLANKS

4MM THICK

55
PER SQ FT

REG 2.99

3” X 6”
SUBWAY
TILE

1

87
PER SQ FT

REG .99

ENGINEERED

CLICK HANDSCRAPED

HARDWOOD

$

2 99
PER SQ FT

REG 5.99

.COM

1362 VICTORIA ST N. KITCHENER 519.742.9188

